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By Gaurav Rewari
MIT admitted a record number

of underrepresented minority stu-
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By Niraj S. Desai

Nine members of the "Tent Ci-

ty" homeless group will lose their

temporary shelter tomorrow.
None of the nine had any definite
plans for finding housing as of
yesterday, according to James

Stewart, an advocate for the
homeless.
The nine "have been scurrying
around looking for places" they
might be able to rent, Stewart
said. But none of the nine has

very much income, making it

very difficult to find affordable
housing.

Since late December, the group
has been living in apartments

provided temporarily by landlord
Alex Steinburgh through an arrangement with the city. Steinburgh has made a commitment to
rent out the apartments after tomorrow, Stewart said.
If the Tent City homeless don't
find places, some of them will go
back to city shelters, Stewart
said. Others have may be able to
stay with supporters. But these
are not long-term solutions,
Stewart said.
The Tent City protests began
last October as a group of homeless people occupied an MITowned lot near Central Square
for a month, demanding -.that

Group studies changes
in science education
By Michael Gojer
The Schools of Science and
Engineering established a "working group" last month to consider ways in which the core science
curriculum might be overhauled,
including the possibilities of a biology requirement for all students and methods for increasing
experiences in the laboratory.
The committee is intended to
facilitate coordination between

complement that of the existing
Committee on the First Year Program, according to David N.
Wormley '62, co-chair of the new
group. Kerrebrock said the CFY

core, according to Associate
Dean of the School of Engineering Jack L. Kerrebrock. The engineering faculty should take a
more active role in helping to define the core, even though most
of the courses have been taught
by science faculty, he said.
The committee's work will

sarily be formal ones, Kerrebrock
said that the Committee on the

the schools of science and engineering as regards the science
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Number of minorities accepted sets new record
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was mainly concerned with the
structure of the freshman program - with such issues as second term pass/fail - and not
with the content of the curricu-

lum.
While the working group is not
an Institute committee and its
proposals next fall will not necesUndergraduate Program has
"ratified" the working group's
charge, and that at some point an
Institute committee might be established to take over.
A number of the issues to be
. (Please turn to page 18)
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The percentage of women admitted did not change significantly from previous years. Last year,

dents to the Class of 1992. Six- o3 percent1' Uad-1itted appliat..11
teen percent of the 1794 accepted were women. The number for
students belong to minority 1986 was 38 percent.
MIT received a record 7433 apgroups. In addition, 35 percent
this year - a one perplications
women,
of those accepted were
maintaining a trend of the past cent increase from last year, and
a twenty percent increase from
three years.
The 289 underrepresented mi- 1986. Of the 1794 students acnority applicants accepted consist cepted at most 1000 students are
of 157 blacks, 33 Puerto Ricans, expected to enroll - the same as
according to
87 Mexican-Americans and 12 last year assistant direcGrado,
to
Eduardo
Native Americans, according
and coordinaadmissions
of
tor
ofadmissions
figures from the
admissions.
minority
of
tor
up
made
applicants
Minority
fice.
14.6 percent of those accepted
Minority recruitment
last year.
efforts increased
Grado attributed the increase
in minority applications in part
to the fact that additional money
they be allowed to renovate and was made available this year for
move into three adjacent houses. travel and new publications. The
MIT Campus Police evicted the Minority Introduction To Engigroup on Nov. 20, arresting ten neering and Science program and
in the process.
the presence of a second minority
Some community groups have recruitment officer in the admischarged that MIT, in its develop- sions office were also important
ment efforts in Cambridge,. has factors, Grado said.
had a "callous disregard" for the
The presence of additional
city's housing needs and for the funds for low-income students
plight of the homeless. Since the was an incentive for more such
November arrests, the Tent City applicants, Grado said. He
homeless and their supporters hoped that the trend towards
have pressed MIT to assume re- more minority applicants and acsponsibility for finding them per- ceptances would continue at the

pus and bringing together talented students from all over the
country.
Six percent of those amutted
are international students. In absolute numbers, international student acceptances dropped to 106
from 125 last year. This was despite the fact that international
applicants crossed the 1000 mark
for the first time ever this year.
The number of Asian Americans accepted is 347, representing
19 percent of admitted students.
Last year the number was 349
and the year before that it was
302.
A fifth of those admitted said
that they would be interested in

shelter

manent housing.

MIT has a duty to address the
issue of homelessness as a "citizen of the community," said Walter L. Milne, assistant to the

chairman of the MIT Corporation. But this duty does not extend to assuming responsibility

for a specific group of people, he
said.
MIT officials have also pointed
to the 400 housing units planned
for University Park as proof that
MIT takes the problem of homelessness seriously. Some community activists have protested that

same pace.
The increased number of mi-

nority students would diversify
the campus and make it more
like "the real world," Grado
said. In this regard, he hoped
that MIT would continue to 'lead
the way' in diversifying its cam-

majoring in the Department

of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science.
Eighty-eight percent of those
admitted were in the top five percent of their high school class, as
compared to ninety percent last
year and 88 percent the year before last. In addition, 39 percent
of the admitted group were their
schools' valedictorians.
Approximately 86 percent of
those admitted this year lived in
two parent families.
The average SAT scores of admitted students were 636 on the
verbal part of the test and 727 on
the math. 'The average performance in the achievement tests
were 739 in the math test, 681
in the sciences and '639 in the
English/History component.
Director of admissions Michael
C. Behnke was out of town and
unavailable for comment.
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400 units aren't enough.

No agreement likely
At the end of last year, the city
arranged for Steinburgh to provide the displaced homeless people with temporary shelter. "The
city sort of took MIT off the
hook [by arranging shelter],"
Stewart said.
Though unwilling to assume
responsibility for the homeless
group, MIT did partially reimburse the Church of the Covenant for its time and effort in
working with the group, accord(Please turn to page 18)
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One of MIT's crew shells gets towed back to the boatSaturday.
house after it got swamped on
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UASO- plans changes for freshmen
By Christina Liu
The Undergraduate Academic
Support Office is planning
changes for next year in the
freshman advisory program, the
freshman handbook, Residence/
Orientation Week, and Independent Activities Period, according
to Travis R. Merritt, director of
the UASO.
"The freshman year is a special
place, especially at MIT and the
Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs and the UASO are con-

Micheal Gojer/The Tech

Potential members of the Class 1992 meet current students
at a reception in Dallas last Thursday. The admissions office
released the names of admitted students two weeks ago.

second to residence selection,"
Merritt noted. "We want to have
a clearer map for the orientation
part of R/O week. We'd like to
identify a day which can center
on relations between advisor and
U'V1-*e; aiLt
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another freshman book, maybe a

novel this time - something that
students will actually read."
"We'd also like to try something different -

not general in-

formation sessions but real
classes in real rooms during the
last week of R/O. Hppefully, we
(Please turn to page 15)

I.
Soviet cultural exchange resembles B-movie thriller.

Page 2.

scious of the need for the kind of
reform that is currently going on
concerning the freshman year,"
Merritt said.

Georgi Dmitriev demonstrates composing expertise.
Page 7.

The UASO hopes to alter the
nature of R/O week, Merritt

Bolshoi ballet performs Anna Karenina. Page 10.

said. "Orientation always takes a
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Soviet exchange resembles spy thriller
Reporter's
Notebook
By Jonathan Richmond
Code language, high-pressured
bathroom faucets to drown
voices, allegations of spying. It
sounds like the plot of a bad Bmovie thriller, but it's the setting
for the latest example of glasnost
,~~~~~~~~ _,

but are housed in a dormitory
along with many of their American counterparts. It was hoped
this would promote free interaction. But both Soviet and American students appear to feel uneasy talking about controversial
subjects.
An American student who has
come to know the Soviets well
said there had not been a frank

, .,..,

MICHAILOV: The functions which you
are trying to show, show only your
functions, not mine.
RICHMOND: I don't understand.
MICHAILOV: The fur nctions which you
are trying to put on my shoulders that I
am to report, so you showed that
these are your functions, because you
know too much about our students.
RICHMOND: Are you suggesting that I
am a government official?
MICHAILOV: Somehow you are just
putting questions that show that you
belong to some definite organization.
RICHMOND: Yes, it's called the
press.
- .

in action, an unusual international exchange at Boston's New
England Conservatory.
The exchange between Moscow
Conservatory and New England
Conservatory is part of the
"Making Music Together" Festival currently in progress in Boston, which has brought more
than 285 dancers, musicians,
composers and poets from the
Soviet Union.
Eighteen Soviet students arrived in Boston on February 23
for a five week stay. They have an
intensive performance schedule,

discussion of politics except with
"two or three students, always
over dinner, quite a bit away
from the conservatory." The Soviets "won't always be obvious
about the answers" to questions,
it was alleged. "One girl asked
how she could send letters or
packages to them" in the Soviet
Union and was told "you could
send the stuff, but it might be
broken" upon arrival. The Soviet
did not "say outright 'I'11 never
get it.' "
Another American student said
that "we've out of courtesy been

avoiding" the subject of human
rights. "It seems to be a subject
they don't want to get into, so we
don't bring it up." One NEC student agreed that the Americans
were censoring their own questions because we "don't want to
put them into an uncomfortable
situation. I try not to push it because I know what could happen
to them if anything leaked out."
Also concerned about the possible consequences of outspokenness for themselves, several
American students .would
^n,
e.
interviewed off the record for
fear of being denied visas to enter the USSR, thereby losing the
opportunity to participate in the
reciprocal American visit to
Moscow planned for next year.
If conversation is cramped on
the campus in general, it is particularly constricted in the dormitory due, allegedly, to the presence of an individual known
officiallly as "The Manager," and
unofficially as the "defector detector." "They're very careful
about what they say in his presence," an NEC student said.
"He lives in the room next to
theirs and one of the connecting
doors leads to them." Once a Soviet student "went into the bathroom and turned on the water
with the faucets and said "we
can't talk" because of him, and
went to my room," where the Soviet student allegedly revealed
that "The Manager" was an
agent of the KGB.
NEC students have observed
that "The Manager" did not
seem to have much to do, but
i

MICHAILOV: I am a journalist by
profession, but I try to be very tactful.
RICHMOND: It is the role of the press
to ask provocative questions.
MICHAILOV: This practice doesn't
make honor to the American press. Our
press is free, but not for the sake of
sensation.
RICHMOND: Are you a member of
the KGB?
MICHAILOV: I am flattered.
Unfortunately, I don't belong to the
organization.
. .. .

.

.

X
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stayed in the dormitory most of
the time. "It's so blatantly obvious, it's really funny," one of
them observed. "There is a general mistrust by students of this individual." Was it coincidental
that, while en route to an interview arranged with one of the Soviet students and the official interpreter, "The Manager" was
leaning from a bedroom into the
corridor staring piercingly
through this reporter?
According to Oleg Ivanov,
vice-rector of Moscow Conservatory, who is also accompanying
the students in Boston, the manager, Alexander Michailov, is
with the group to provide admninistrative assistance, dealing with
financial matters and the like.
Michailov works in a cultural department of the Moscow City
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Council, Ivanov said, and was a
journalist by profession. Why
had a journalist been sent to perform an administrative function?
Michailov was a journalist "by
profession, but not by practice of
work," Ivanov said.
Michailov, interviewed like
Ivanov via interpreter, said that
his primary function was "to
make help for the students,"
dealing with air tickets, scheduling rehearsals, and coping with
problems of illness. Then, why
wasn't someone sent who could
speak English? Apparently because Michailov was able to carry
out these functions through
an "excellent translator," the
translator translated.
Why had a government official,
rather than a conservatory ad(Please turn to page 13)
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The 1987-1988 James R. Killian Jr.
Faculty Achievement Award Lectures
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Jay Wright Forrester

Be First
Ni In Your
Il
w Class
0

0

Germeshausen Professor of
Management

wl

Lecture 1:

The first thing you
should do for graduation
is reserve a cap and
gown. Bring your
refundable $5, cash or
check, and make
reservations at the
Cashier's Office at
the Tech Coop
location.

Cap & Gown
Bachelors
Masters
Doctoral

"The Commrron Foundation
Underlying Physical and
Social Systemss"

j

"Information Sources and MVlethods for Modleling
Social Systems"f
Wednesday, 30 March 1988
4:30 pm
Huntington Hall, Room 10-250

1

'

14.50
15.50
16.50

Lecture 2:
"Applications of System Dynamics"
Wednesday, 6 April 1988
4:30 pm
Huntington Hall, Room 10-250

MIT COOP AT KENDAlL
3 Cambridge Centcr
M-Fri 9:15-7pm,
Sat 9:15-5:45pm
Coop Charge, MastcrCard, Visa and Americann Fxprct,
-
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strength provokes concern

Jackson

Panama unrest escalates

Soldiers in Panama City shot their way last night into
the Marriott Hotel, used as a base by many foreign journalists and as a headquarters by the opposition National
Civic Crusade. There were reports that dozens of people
were detained. The military confiscated the film of foreign
television crews at the hotel.
Gunrnen dressed in civilian clothes and helmeted soldiers carrying assault rifles swept into the Marriott about
three hours after police and soldiers using shotguns, rubber truncheons, and tear gas broke up a march in Panama
by thousands of opponents of Gen. Manuel Antonio
Noriega, and arrested five of the protest leaders.
Meanwhile a general strike that has closed down an estimated 90 percent of Panama's industry and commerce
entered its second week.

Troops begin return

i
I
I
I
I

i
I

More than 700 members of the US Army's 82nd Airborne Division parachuted into their home base at Fort
Bragg, NC, yesterday, ending 12 days of military exercises
in Honduras. The paratroopers were part of a 3200 strong
force sent to Honduras by President Reagan as a show of
might against Nicaragua.

Nicaraguan talks continue
Sandinista government and contra negotiators met for
two hours at a Nicaraguan border outpost yesterday to
work out details for a 60-day cease-fire outlined in a peace
accord signed last week. The talks were recessed until
today.

Early aid vote possible
House Speaker Jim Wright (D-TX) said yesterday the
House may vote as early as tomorrow on a strictly humanitarian aid package for the contras. Rebel leader
Adolfo Calero was on Capitol Hill yesterday, meeting
with congressional leaders. The pact Calero and the contras signed with the Nicaraguan government bars military
aid.

Mecham angered by charge

Arizona Gov. Evan MIecham (R) angrily lashed out at
the prosecution during his impeachment trial yesterday saying he was insulted when the prosecutor compared his
actions to embezzlement. The Arizona Senate is considering a charge Mecham improperly loaned his auto
dealership $80,000 from a protocol fund.

For weeks, Democratic insiders have been asking,
"What does Jesse want?" But following Jackson's surprising Michigan landslide win over the weekend, Democratic
insiders are wondering what if Jackson gets wl-at he wants
- the nomination. One state Democratic chairman has
Swaggart punishment considered
sent a letter to party leaders urging they support the
"most electable" candidate. But national party boss
The Assemrnblies of God national church leadership met
Paul Kirk said he'll have no part in a "stop Jackson"n yesterday to consider how to punish TV evangelist Jimmy
movement.
Swaggart for his alleged misconduct with a prostitute.
Meanwhile, the prostitute, who says she struck poses for
Swaggart but did not have sex with him, said she has
Gephardt bows out
struck a deal to pose for Penthouse magazine.
Richard Gephardt, who withdraw yesterday from the
race for the Democratic presidential nomination, declined
to endorse any other candidate, but did say he believed
Comparable worth seen gaining
Jesse Jackson could be nominated and can be elected.
coalition of labor, women's rights, and civil rights
A
Jackson himself feels the same way, saying he expects
says comparable worth pay plans are taking firm
groups
he
if
nominee
Democratic leaders to recognize him as the
hold around the country. The National Committee on Pay
wins the highest number of pre-convention delegates.
Equity says more than 1500 local governments, school
districts, and community colleges have taken steps to
Kemp endorses Buash
eliminate what they see as racial and sexual discrimination
George Bush's onetime foe Jack Kemp is endorsing based on wages.
him. Kemp said yesterday the GOP must rally around the
Vice President to avoid a Democratic win in November.
Kemp made his endorsement at a Bush rally in Mile
__e
waukee. Kemp abandoned his hope for the Republican
nomination two weeks ago.

Warm weather ahead
This week our weather will repeat a cycle that we
experienced late last week. That is, we can expect a
warming trend culminated by a period of rain and
then followed by cooler weather. The culprit is a
slow moving storm now located over the upper
Midwest. By tomorrow, Boston will be in the
southwesterly flow associated with the warm sector
of the storm. The trailing cold front will then
slowly move towards New England. This means
that wet weather is possible for our region on
Thursday with somewhat cooler weather to follow
the frontal passage.

r~~EaE
Dartmouth president attacks
conservative newspaper

The president of Dartmouth College yesterday lashed
out at a conservative off-campus weekly newspaper that
repeatedly has been at the center of campus controversy.
Dartmouth President James Freedman accused The Dartmouth Review of "poisoning the intellecual environment"
at the campus. He branded the paper's staffers as "ideological provocateurs posing as journalists."
Chris Whitman, who became the paper's editor yesterday, called Freedman's criticisms unfair. The newspa'per is
aggressive in pursuing investigative stories, but not meanIsrael clamps down
spirited, Whitman said.
The latest flap involving the Review stems from articles
The US State Department is criticizing Israel for imposin
living
the paper published that harshly criticized a black profesing its broadest restrictions yet on Palestinians
off
sealed
has
Arnmy
sor of music. Three Review staffers were suspended and
the occupied territories. The Israeli
protests
of
one was put on probation after they had an angry
anticipation
in
days
three
the regions for
on Wednesday, the 12th anniversary of a clash between confrontation with the professor, William Cole.
soldiers and Arabs over the confiscation of Arab land.

Today: Skies will be mostly sunny and an afternoon
sea breeze is likely. High temperatures will be 5055 °F (10-13 °C-.
Tonight: It will not be as cold as last night. Skies
will be clear with low temperatures 40-45 °F (57 °C).
Wednesday: Mostly sunny skies early, then
increasing cloudiness. Highs 60-65°F (15-18°C).
Thursday: Rain possible. Highs near 60°F (15°C).
Forecast by Robert Black
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Chorallaries made fun
of absurd stereotypes
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To the Editor:
Bravo Jonathan Richmond!
The Tech is lucky to have such a
fine arts editor. Your article
["Bigotry of Chorallaries shows
lack of maturity and morality,"
March 15] concerning the Bad
Taste Concert really opened my
eyes. I never knew the MIT community was comprised of so
many Nazi woman haters.
Wait a minute. What's this?
Right here on my SAT Advanced
Honor Word List - the word humor. Have you ever studied the
word humor? You used it in your
article, but you seem to have
missed the point. Humor is "that
quality which appeals to a sense

of the ludicrous or absurdly
incongruous."
Now this puts a new light on
the matter, doesn't it? Maybe it
wasn't so terrible that everyone at
the concert had a good time. In
fact, maybe it's a good thing that
the MIT community is mature
enough to separate the absurd
from actual discrimination. I
worty when I read an article that
is so concerned about JAP, Indian, and female stereotypes. If
you don't find these stereotypes
totally absurd and ludicrous,
maybe you should interview
yourself for a more accurate example of bigotry.
Allen W. Grove '89

j
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(Editor's note: The Tech received
a copy of this letter addressed to
members of ftke Cambridge
Somerville Commrittee on the
homeless.)
I write in response to your letter of March 15 to make clear my
view of MIT's responsibility in
regard to the problem of
homelessness.
As I have stated a number of
times in the past, and as Walter
Milne and Ronald Suduiko have
repeatedly stated on behalf of
MIT, we stand ready to work
with others in the public and private sector in any communitywide effort to seek some answers
to the problem of homelessness
in this city.
I have to say once again, however, that while I appreciate your
concern about the longer term
housing needs of the people who
were squatters at the "Tent City,"
it is not MIT's responsibility to
find permanent homes for these
individuals. MIT did not invite
the Tent City group to set up
camp on MIT property. To the

contrary, we told them repeatedly
that they could not stay on that
site.
After doing all we could to try
to persuade this group and their
supporters to leave, we ultimately
had to arrest nine (only two of
whom were homeless) who would
not leave. At the trespass trial of
those nine, Judge Gershengorn
concluded that it was clear to her
that "MIT had made enormous
efforts to act responsibly and to
avoid confrontation." I believe
we surely did. In hindsight, however, I believe that by not removing the trespassers immediately,
we gave some people the impression that somehow MIT was responsible for housing this group.
We are not.
In regard to the general need
for housing in Cambridge, and
especially housing for low-income people, MIT has taken,
and is taking, a number of significant initiatives.
MIT both by itself, and in conjunction with Harvard and the
Cambridge Corporation, has

constructed well over 1100 units
of housing for low-income families and the elderly. To the best
of my knowledge, no other university in the country has been
responsible for the development
of so much housing for so many
low-income people.
For the near future, the University Park development, which
was approved by the City Council in January, calls for the construction of 400 units of new
housing, 150 of which are designated for low and moderate income families. I am sure that in
the longer term future we will
take still further housing
initiatives.
More immediately, we continue
to provide rent-free space on
MIT land to CASPAR, the Cambridge and Somerville Project for
Alcoholic Rehabilitation, which,
with 55 beds, is the largest shelter
for the homeless in Cambridge.
I submit that MIT has been responsive over a long time to
housing needs in this city.
Paul E. Gray '54
President, MIT

Editorial substance burnt in "flame"
To the Editor:
Have you ever seen the look-nfind page of a children's magazine? On it, a seemingly uninteresting
scene
camouflages
everyday images which a child attempts to discern.
In its editorial endorsement
["Support Gwynn and Wickham
for UAP/VP," Mar. 8] The Tech
succeeded in introducing this
children's game to the adult
world by hiding key issues in a
jungle of non-descript ink:
· Is the Undergraduate Association a non-representative
clique that has lost touch with
the student body? Was it ever in
touch?
® Is the interaction between
UA members and MIT administrators of questionable value to
students? Does the UA "keep
secrets?"
6 Should issues that concern
the Institute be addressed by the
UA, or should it be exclusively
concerned with "student" issues?
Few would dismiss these points
as unimportant. Each one could
easily be the topic of a fine editorial or comment, each could inspire widespread discussion, each
could lead to long-awaited
change.
Unfortunately, each of these
crucial points was lost. In the
middle of their attempt to
squeeze a host of criticisms into a
coherent statement of political
opinion, the editors of The Tech
seem to have become lost. They
have lost sight not only of their
goals for the article, but also of

their role as leaders of the student newspaper. In the article,
the candidates were evaluated as
UA or non-UA,
not as
individuals.
The substance was burnt in the
"flame." Let's forget the flame,
peer through the smoke, and try
to see reality. As the election is
over, the specifics of the editorial
are academic - but crucial issues
remain. The key word is credibility, an item of which neither the
UA nor The Tech can claim an
excess.
By many students, The Tech is
seen as a flame sheet at worst or
a sensationalist source of basic
information at best. Reporters
seem to be after a headline, not
after the news. I heard once that
"all that's quoted in The Tech are
slips of the tongue." Events seem

I
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to be covered more for their flair
than their newsworthiness. The
opinion page, as often as not, is
either an unsupported political
stab, or a long essay on social
consciousness. Is that really what
the students want or need in their
paper? My intuition says no.
Often, sensationalism is a
symptom of falling circulation.
The Tech has no such problem.
As the only major newspaper,
The Tech has a monopoly on the
spread of information on campus. With that monopoly comes
an awesome responsibility. I hope
that the editors of The Tech develop the strength to shoulder it
and the vision to put it to credible use.
Parag Patil '89
Chairman
UA Nominations Committee
---
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Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format,
are the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by the editorial board, which consists of the publisher, editor in chief, managing
editor, news editors and opinion editors.
Columns and editorialcartoons are written by individuals and represent the opinion of the author, not necessarily that of the newspaper.
Letters to the Editor are welcome. They must be typed double
spaced and addressed to The Tech, PO Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge MA 02139, or by interdepartmental mail to Room W20-483.
Letters and cartoons must bear the authors' signatures, addresses,
and phone numbers. Unsigned letters will not be accepted. No letter
or cartoon will be printed anonymously without express prior approval of The Tech. The Tech reserves the right to edit or condense
letters. Shorter letters will be given higher priority. We regret we
cannot publish all of the letters we receive.
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Now's your chance to take advantage of an opportunity of a
lifetime. You could be one of a select group of students to
participate in a special 3-week internship program this summer
in Tokyo. With all expenses paid!
It's the RECRUIT CO., LTD. INTERNSHIP PROGRAM.
As part of our move to embrace the world, this program provides an outstanding opportunity to narrow international
barriers by allowing students to experience the many different
facets of Japanese business and industry, while working with
top professionals in their fields.

As Japan's largest publishing company, Recruit Co., Ltd. is
involved in a wide variety of businesses in the information
services industry. Our Information Magazine Business
publishes career, real estate and overseas travel magazines.
Recruit's Personnel Development Services is the largest in
Japan's corporate education industry, providing professional
assistance to corporations in the development of their human
resources.

Recruit's Information Network Service holds one of the
largest shares of Japan's telecommunications market, providing
high-speed digital communication lines. Recruit's Remote
Computing Services is helping to pave the way in the development of an international telecommunication network, bringing
Japan, the U.S. and the U.K. closer each day.

APPLICATION MATERIALS:
· Resume
ONE PAGE letter of intent stating why you would like to
be involved in the internship program and its importance to
your career development.

SUMMER '88 INTERNSHIP
JUNE 19 thru JULY 10

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
APRIL 15, 1988

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY:
· College junior, senior or graduate student
* Preferably majoring in Computer Science, Electrical
Engineering, East Asian Studies, or Business.
, MUST SPEAK INTERMEDIATE JAPANESE OR
ABOVE, ANID POSSESS ELEMENTARY JAPANESE
READING ABILITY. NATIVE JAPANESE SPEAKERS
ALSO ELIGIBLE.

So don't miss out on this extraordinary opportunity. Act now.
A summer in Japan could make all the difference in the world
to your future. Send your resume and letter to:
RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
65 E. 55th Street, 34th Floor, New York, NY 10022
Attn: Summer internship Program

RECRUIT U.S.A INCa
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A Support Group for women
who love tog much will meet on
Tuesday evenings starting on
April 5, 1988 from 7:30 to 9 pm.
The group will meet for 10 weeks
at the Riverside Family Institute,
259 Walnut Street, Newtonville.
For more information, all 9646933. There will be a fee charged.

Listings
Student activities, administrative offices, academic departments and other groups - both
on and off the MIT campus can list meetings, activities, and
other announcements in The
Tech's "Notes" section. Send
items of interest (typed and double spaced) via Institute mail to
~,ew- Aior;s,
The .a.,
room
W20483," or via US mail to
"News Notes, The Tech, PO Box
29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139." Notes run on a
space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student
activities. The Tech reserves the
right to edit all listings, and
makes no endorsement of groups
or activities listed.

For students searching for ways
to sirUeci
the shOinning udiar
abroad, the Council on International Educational Exchange anmnounces the 1988 Student Travel
Catalog. The Catalog is one of
the most comprehensive, FREE
budget travel guides available. It
may be obtained from CIEE,
Dept. STC '88, 205 East 42nd
Street, New- York, NY 10017,
(212) 661-1414 or 312 Sutter
Street, San Francisco, CA 94108,
(415) 421-3473. Enclose $1 for
postage and handling.

Announcements

Applications are now being acA Support Group for Adult
cepted for the PVA/Youth for Children of an Alcoholic Family
Vietnam Veterans Scholarship will begin on Tuesday evening,
Fund. Each scholarship will be April 15 at the Riverside Family
$1,500 and applicants must be Institute, 259 Walnut Street,
enrolled in, or accepted by, an Newtonville. The group will meet
accredited four-year institution for 10 weeks on Tuesday evenings
of higher learning. For more in- from 7:30 to 9 pm. Call 964-6933
formation, contact Scholarship for more information. There will
Committee; c/o Paralyzed Veter- be a fee charged.
ans of America, 801 18th Street
NW, Washington D.C. 20006.
Teachers and teacher assistants
Completed applications must be
postmarked no later than May are needed in Math, English, Science, Social Science, and Com31, 1988.
puter Science, and residential assistants for a seven week "college
UROP is planning a summer prep" program for seventy disadprogram intended for freshmen vantaged high school students.
and sophmores who are interest- For more information and applied in expanding their computer cation/contact MIT/Wellesley
skills. Students are expected to Upward Bound Program at 253work through the summer and 5124.
should be willing to remain
through the fall semester. An inProject Contaet: Undergradformal meeting for those interested will be held on Friday,/April 1 uates who are interested in comin Building NE43, Room 512A at municating with high school stu3 pm. Please register by contact- dents (and guidance counselors)
ing Leora Wegner (x3-2006 or about what it is like to be an
MIT student are encouraged to
leora(xx.lcs.mit.edu)o
join. For more information contact the Educational Council OfA Divorce Support Group will fice, room 4-240 at 253-3354.
begin on April 20, 1988 at the
Riverside Family Institute, 259
There is a Niational Colege
Walnut Street, Newtonville,
Room 14, The group will meet Poetry Contest sponsored by Infrom 7:30 to 9 pm on Wednesday ternational Publications. All enevenings for 10 weeks. For more tries must be original and unpubinformation, call 964-6933. There lished, not counting student
publications. Entries will not be
will be a fee charged.
returned and International Publications will retain one-time publiSummer Volunteer Opportuni- cation rights for accepted poems.
ty with the Samaritans. You can The registration fee is $3 for the
become a Samaritan for the sum- first entry and $1 for each addimer. There will be a weekend tional poem. All poems must be
training session on June 4 and postmarked by March 31 and
June 5. Class size is limited, so sent (with entry fee) to Internacall soon. For more information, tional Publications, P.O. Box
call 247-0220 or 536-2460.
44044-L, Los Angeles, CA 90044
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TWO EXCITING WALL STREET
COMPUTER POSITIONS
Goldman, Sachs & Co. is looking for two
outstanding giraduates (Bachelors or
Masters) for its Global Finance
Department.
Work with the best!
Check the job descriptions posted at the
MIT Ofice of Career Services.
L
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Soviet conmposer's witty music has novel tone colors
COMPOSER'S FORIUMi
with Georgi Dmitriev
March 24, 12pm
The Opera House Lobby
Part of "Making Music Together," the
American-Soviet Cultural Exchange.
By CHRISTOPHER J. ANDREWS
HE SOVIET-AMERICAN

Cultural

Exchange is not merely an opportunity for esthablisherd reats
vl such as the Bolshoi to perform in
the United States; the day-to-day events
are more of a showcase for new Soviet talent, musicians who might otherwise escape
recognition in the United States. The music of Soviet composer Georgy Dmitriev
was featured last Thursday at one of the
many Composer Profile concerts.
"The job of a composer is easy", says
Dmitriev, "because we are all surrounded
by music." Songs and dances learned as a
child prove sources of inspiration for Dmitriev's work, although the innovative tone
colors found in his orchestral compositions are purely the result of a busy imagination.
Dmitriev is a very witty gentleman, although much was lost by his no-nonsense
(and not always intelligible) interpreter.
The world premiere of his Warsaw Fantasia for Piano and Violin was packed with
little jokes, incorporating tiny two- and
three-beat fragments from Chopin's well-

-

known piano waltzes, works all-toofamiliar to many piano students.
At other moments Dmitriev challenges
the traditional pianistic style by instructing
the performer to knock on the frame,
pluck strings, drop little objects onto the
mechanisms, and strike keys with the
wrists.
A little surprise was in store for us,
warned Dmitriev, before his work for solo
musician Percussionata was performed.
ruZalllall

YV.CU33SSivOiSE

buwiaifd

times Drnitriev made use
effects -several
of repeated passages where one note within the cluster moved up and down the
scale, providing a gratifying tonal center
or "home base" within an otherwise atonal work.

While any new Soviet works are welcomrned by music fans, if only because they
contain few of the cliches present in some
modern Western music, Georgy Dmitriev
has shown himself to be an innovative
composer by world standards.
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skills as acrobat were drawn on almost as
heavily as his mallet ability; performing
the piece requires frequent leaps between
the chimes, bells, xylophones, gongs, and
cymbals while grabbing a different mallet
en route. Several maneuvers required a
graceful spin that was executed with the
grace of a Tai Chi master.
The little surprise, we were told after the
work had received enthusiastic applause
from the fifty or so present, was that Harrison had prepared the piece with only one
day's notice. No doubt Dmitriev was as
pleased as the audience over the quality of
the performance - Harrison was in no
need of charitable applause from the audience.
Guests at the luncheon listened to samples of Dmitriev's symphonic work politely
and attentively. While parts of the music
sampler were bordering on the unlistenable, many segments were filled with interesting orchestral tricks and colorful sonic
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C Mom says the
house jlst isnt the
mio
ne,
same
eventhough it's
a lot dcleaner.9

classified
advertising
Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
-FULL-TIME/PART-TIME JOBS
$400 full-time, $175 part-time/
week. Flexible hours in local company. Various positions. No experience necessary. Call 9 am - 5 pm
(617) 396-8208. Mr. Federico.
CELEBRATE PASSOVER!
Potluck VEGETARIAN SEDER, open
to community, Sat. April 2, 7 pm.
Zionist House, Back Bay, Boston.
$4. Reservations necessary. Call
267-3600 before March 30 for details.
Free room and kitchen for summer
in beautiful Brookline home (2
blocks from Commonwealth T) for
native Chinese speaker from Beijing
in exchange for Chinese lessons for
professor going to China. Call afternoons 353-4428.
Room for rent in private home; fully
furnished, linens included; own TV
and refrigerator; use of kitchen facilities; washer/dryer. Close to bus
directly to Alewife (red line station); off-street parking. Call 6487425.
SUMMER SUBLETS WANTED
Visiting profs seek furnished apts/
homes 7/1 - 8/3'l . Will consider
monthly arrangements. Cambridge/
Harvard Square only. Call Tim 5369716.

Just because your Morm
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and

Student job/Technical Processing/
Humanities Library. Activities involved in obtaining, organizing and
processing library materials.
REQUIRES attention to detail, accurate typing, communications skills.
Prefer library experience. $5.85/
hour. Call Roberta, 253-5673 between 9 - 4:30.

laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she misses you. So go
ahead, give your Mom a

LEGAL ADVICE
Consultations for o.m.nuter and
corporate law, real estate, negligence, family law, and civil or criminal litigation. Office convenient to
MBTA and Government Center in
Boston. Call attorney Esther Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150.

-I I
wa.l,
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room later. Reach out and
touch someone.

MACINTOSH
If you have a Macintosh to sell or
would like to purchase a used Mac,
call Desk Top Performance at 2472470. We guarantee competitive
prices and quality service.

.-

M

AT&T

The Tech Subscription Rates: $15
one year 3rd class mail ($28 two
years); $39 one year 1 st class mail
($75 two years); $44 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$15). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
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That's what the graduating engineers who choose Data
General will tell you. We put real work on your desk and
advanced tools in your hanads.
In most cases you're part of a small design team within
your first month on the job. By six months, you're deeply
involved in an important project. Working with technology that's still-being invented - by you. In a year, you'll

have completed a significant piece of design.
Obviously Data General is a little different. Smaller and
more unconventonal than the obvious choices. The college graduates who choose us, choose opportunity. Which
makes all the difference in their careers.
Make-a difference in Hardware
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Diesel &-Dust has popular appeal;s Sakamnoto I Neo Geo not unpleasant
have a 40,000 year history on the
continent.
A listen to the first three songs off the
album is representative. It leads off with
the single "Beds are Burning," which embodies the radical message

P.

DIESEL AND DUST
Midnight Oil.
On Columbia Records (CBS).

NEO GEO
Ryuichi Sakamoto.
On Epic Records (CBS).

The time has come / A fact's a fact
it beiongs ro them / Let;s give it back

By JULIAN WEST

xV

I

T

How can we dance when
our earth is turning?
How do we sleep when
our beds are burning?

OU HAVE TO THINK WELL of

Midnight Oil. Either they are a
political activist band who have
succeeded commercially, or they
are a popular mainstream band with political concerns. No sappy love songs on
this free-the-earth-and-save-our-souls album, only potent and topical sociopolitical messages.
Not only that, it has a beat. All the
songs are catchy, and the best tracks, like
"Warakurna" and "Beds are Burning,"
stick in the brain. The standard rock
instrumentation has a direct, untampered
sound, and it is easy to see how the Oils
get their reputation as Australia's top live
act.
They maintain an equally high profile as
anti-nuclear activists. Lead singer Peter
Garrett narrowly missed election to the
Australian senate in 1984 as one of the
leaders of the Nuclear Disarmament Party.
In another direction, they broke new
ground by touring remote Aboriginal communities in the Australian outback in
1986.
Something of what they learned about
aboriginal land claims and aboriginal culture made it back into their single "The
Dead Heart (Lives)" (royalties were donated to the Aboriginal communities).
Aboriginal musical influences may have
been used to better effect elsewhere most notably by Kate Bush - and here
they are subservient to the rock beat. But
it is hard to imagine a more eloquent pop
message on behalf of the legitimate concerns of the Aborigines. While white Australians celebrate their "bicentennial," the
Oils like to point out that other peoples

Then follows "Put Down that Weapon," a
plea for nuclear disarmament, and
"Dreamworld," against the logging of
virgin timber.
None of these concerns should sound
foreign to North Americans - they are all
of current interest in the Pacific Northwest, and many other places. Given that
the energy obvious in their political commitment spills over into their music as
well, this album should appeal to a lot of
people.
A somewhat different fusion between
Western Pop sophistication and transPacific rhythms and sensibilities is to be
found on Neo Geo, the new album by
Japanese superstar Ryuichi Sakamoto.
This is a taste of the possible future,
after the Japanese start writing decent pop
music to play on all those Walkthings, and
invade the world charts. On the whole, it
is not unpleasant.
Sakamoto's musical genius is notoriously inconsistent, but on this album he hits
more often than he misses. The songs have
definite Japanese influences, like teaceremony music gone mad and moved
uptempo.
Sakamoto himself plays "keyboards and
computers" and coaxes some interesting
effects out of his Fairlight. Guest artists include Iggy Pop, who solos on the single
"Risky," which is fine - if you like Iggy

'
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Most of the rest of the album is in Japanese - which is fine if you know Japanese. A printed translation of the Japanese
lyrics would have been nice. When I had
no idea what was being said, I tended to
background the vocal line. This occasionally created the illusion of being in a
trendy sushi bar in Greenwich Village.
Not an entirely unpleasant experience,
but not what I look for first in a pop
album, either.
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TALK T US
On March 30, at the M.I.T. Office of Career Services, our Senior Technologists are conducting interviews to talk
about your future at M/A-COM. We're a Fortune 500 company and a major leader in the design, development and
manufacture of microwave components, subsystems, and semiconductors utilized in defense and commercial telecommunications.
As the established leader in GaAs diodes and a major R&D leader in GaAs MMICs, we currently offer exceptional entry-level opportunities for recipients of Sc.B and Sc.M degrees in Courses III, VI, VIII, and X at our state-ofthe-art facilities in Burlington, CheImsford and Lowell, MA.
If you're looking for a career with high visibility and technological growth, talk to us about these exciting
opportunities:

MI{ OWAT C(IRCUIT DESIGN
* Your educational

background and interests should be in

the area of electromagnetics and solid-state devices
operating at microwave frequencies
Initial assignments will involve the design of multifunction mhicrowave circuits with an emphasis on radar
and communication applications. You will develop
expertise in microstrip and stripline design using stateof-the-art components and MMICs
• As your design skills grow, you will be responsible for
the design, analysis, and development of entire subsystems incorporating a multitude of technologies: Waveguide and RF, IF and video processing, digital control
circuitry, and direct/indirect frequency synthesizer circuits

GaAs PROCESS EL)A
N
MSIC DEVICE ABRIICAllO

*Your educational background and interests should be
focused on material science, physics, chemistry, and/or
semiconductors
*Initial assignments will involve advanced process
development in the areas of metallization, plasma etch
and deposition, photolithography, annealing, passivation, and ion implantation. Other positions will involve
actual MMIC and FET device development
•Advanced assignments will include initiation of new
device developmrent programs aid new process
generation to extend the present technologies and qualify them for production

Please sign up for interviews at the Office of Career Services in room #12-170.
M/A-COM offers competitive salaries, a full range of benefits and relocation assistance.
If you are unable to tai to us at= ai. a., peasesen $dyour resumeeto:. her-yi Perkis, -a--O),

I

Professional Staffing,
M/F/H/v.

11
1,

60 South Avenue,

&

c.,

Burlington, MA 01803. An Equal Oppoortunity Employer
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Anna Kareni,na highlight of Soviet festival in Boston
the great Maya Plisetskaya, for whom the

ANNISA KARENINA
The Bolshoi Ballet.
Music by Rodion Shchedrin.
Choreography by Maya Plisetskaya, Nata
lia Rizhenko, Victor Smirnov-Golovanov.
With Maya Pfisetskaya, Boris Yefimov,
Victor Barykin, and Alexei Lazarev.
The Festival Orchestra,
conducted by Alexander Kopylov.
By KELLY J. MAROLD
-A

'TlTI11VAM WvqT

have beei

OSTON AUDIENCES

privileged to see more rmoden
and innovative works than th

Bolshoi ballet usually takes on it
Western tours. In this case, we were dou
bly privileged, since Anna was danced b

role was written. The evening was nothing
short of magical.
There were flaws, of course. While the
Bolshoi is famous for its technical perfection, there were noticeable chinks in its armor. The chorus scenes were thrilling, but
one woman fell off point twice in the first
act. The synchronization was usually flawbut at least Gnce a dancer spuer in the
lss,
opposite direction to the rest of his line.
Some of the men had to shuffle and hop to
regain their balance after an occasional
leap. All-in-all, the dancing of the chorus
was a mixed bag.
Not so the principals. Boris Yefimnov as
Vronsky, Anna's lover, was passionate,
strong, fluid, exciting. His leaps, while not
astonishingly high, were impressively ef-

Rozhdestvensky gives a Russian
perspective on familiar works
BOSTON SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Gennady Rozhdestvensky,
Guest Conductor
Viktoria Postnikova, Piano
March 17, 8 pm at Symphony Hali
Part of "Making Music Together," the

American-Soviet Cultural Exchange.
By CHRISTOHER J. ANDREWS
ENNADY ROZHDESTVENSKY is an

extraordinarily charismatic individual, the sort of man who
draws a quiet when he enters a
room. The orchestra's welcome of footstomping and stand-rapping made it clear
that here is a great man of music, a priest
of the old school that held its conductors,
notably Stokowski and Koussevitsky, as
nearly divine.
Rozhdestvensky chose one of the most
Russian works of all the symphonic repertoire to open his first of two BSO programs as part of the American/Soviet Cultural Exchange, "Making Music
Together;" Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov's
____

_

_

__

_

Russian Easter Overture uses as melodic
motif a few liturgical themes from the
Obikhod, a chief song-book used in the
Orthodox Church.
While most Western interpretations of
the overture are bright and colorful, with
glittery woodwind and pitched percussion
parts, Rozhdestvensky showed us a decidedly more sedate, dignified orchestral
work. Lower and deeper dominated the
tones of the orchestra, and the whole affair was carried off without any sensation
of rush; rather, the entire orchestra paused
momentarily to catch a breath on several
occasions.
Rozhdestvensky's minimal conducting
during the piece, consisting of the odd
sweep of an arm or shake of the head during transitions between sections and
phrases, suggests that he made an appeal
to the orchestra's imaginations and musicality rather than expecting the players to
follow his baton in lock-step. Sheer
strength of personality, combined with a
few well-chosen words during rehearsal,
proved successful in delivering a novel (to

Sy

fortless in their execution, and several
brought deserved gasps from the audience.
Karenin, as played by Victor Banrykin,
was stern, precise, uncompromising, and
unforgiving. His portrayal of the societyconscious cuckold was immaculate. He
strode across the stage with deliberation,
as if he were about to break in to a run.
But the star was Plisetskaya, in the role
originated.
she both c.....og.ap.hed a
Not many ballerinas are going strong at
62, but she dances like a woman half her
age. Her movements were nothing less
than beautiful, absorbing, graceful, and
controlled.

She no longer dances like a 20-year-old,
but does convey an emotional depth not
often found in dancers' features. The anguish, indecision, and desire were there to
read like subtitles. Her fluid arms, also,
spoke volumes. Occasionally ve could
have done with less hand-waving, but usually her arm motions were precise and
emotive.
Unfortunately, she danced as if her feet
hurt - it was obvious in the way she
moved her legs and placed her toes; admittedly, it never showed on her face.
The staging was as striking as the leads
were compelling. 'From the opening scene,
with a realistic snowfall effect, we knew we
were in for some dazzle, and we got it.
Between the colorful costumes and the
chandeliered set, the scenes of high-society
were breathtaking. Backdrops in the other
scenes were cleverly composed of a few
solid objects in front of a large flat projection. A picture of the Basilica in Leningrad, for instance, stood broodingly over
Karenin's scenes, a reminder of his position in society as well as the church's position on marriage.
Some of the most stunning choreography was reserved for the big ensemble
scene at the horse races. This featured
dancing on horseback. That is to say, the
jockeys danced long lines across the stage,
as if they were circling a race track, and
looking for all the world as though they
were mounted on thoroughbreds.
The final train station scene was a

~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~ F -

special-effects wonder. Plisetskaya danced
under a strobe light, presenting a series of
still frames of a woman moving from
bewilderment to calm resignation.
The music, by Plisetskaya's husband
Rodion Shchedrinr, captured the powerful
emotions of Tolstoy's novel. it was at its
best, and most insistent, during the dream
sequences. Shchedrin plays with sound to
good effet: recreating the sound of the
train, for instance, or including a clocklike ticking as Karenin waits impatiently
for Anna.
Also featured were a brass band, and a
scene from an opera, both of which are
written into the score and played on stage.
The audience did not wait for the presentation of the principals before springing up for a standing ovation. Though the
bows went on a little too long, the applause remained enthusiastic, and very
well deserved.

Maya Plisetskaya and Boris Yefimov
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LOOKING AHEAD TO
COMMENCEMENT 1989
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The Commencement Committee invites
recommendations for speakers and/or topic
areas from all megmbers of the MIT Community
for a Commencement speaker at MIT's
Commencemnent on Monday 5 June 1989. The
Commencernent speaker should be one who will
be able to address topics of relevance to MIT.
Written norminations and topic areas may be
dropped off at the following locatiorns:

Summr7erat UMass/Boston mearns
. a distinguished faculty andimpressive facilities,
· liberal arts, management, education, andscience courses,
· morning, afternoon, andevening classes-over400 sections,
. sessions beginningMay 31 and July 18,
• affordabletuition,

The Undergraduate Association Office
Room W20-401
The Graduate Student Council Office
Room 50-222
The information Center--Room 7-121

* convenient HarborCampus and downtown locations.

Make your summer a UMass/Boston summer. For afree
summer bulletin, send in the coupon or call 929-7900.

The deadline for nominations and suggestions
is 13 April. In addition, suggestions may be filed
with lMs. Carissa G. Climaco, President of the
Class of 1989; Professor Donald Ra. F. Harleman,
Chairman of the Commencement Committee;
Mr. Jeffrey A. Meredith, President of the
Graduate Student Council; and Miss Mary L.
for
Officer
Executive
Morrissey,
Commencement. All suggestions will be
reviewed, and a list will be submitted to
President Gray for consideration. The list wiii
not be made public nor will it be rank ordered.
The responsibility and authority for selecting a
Commencement speaker and issuing an
invitation will rest with President Gray.

Name

/q.F
I

-F
[.:'r~,sn

-

Address

City, State,Zip

Return to:
Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts at Boston

Harbor Campus
Boston, MA 02125-3393
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Terence Trent D 'Arby lives up to media reputation
~~-~~~-m

TERENCE TRENT DIARBY
Terence Trent D'Arby in concert.
At the Metro, March 16
By MARK AND BARBARA ROMAN
ELLoTIMED PUBLICITY and

x x

hype can make even a medi-

ocre artist famous. There

v
comes a time, however, when
a musician's true colors are shown. If a
performer has talent and confidence; the
music can do all the talkinrg. In concert,
Terence Trent D'Arby showed us he is
worth all of the hype.
Back in the fall of last year, D'Arby was
beginning to receive domestic attention for
his soulful R&B sound. From there, the
hype machine went into full gear. After his
album Introducing the Hard Line... hit
the mainstream rotations at the end of
1987, the stage was set for Terence to

r

v

~ ~
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-~~~~_

show his stuff.
The people who heard the music for
what it was really worth were waiting for
tickets to go on sale in Boston. The soldout crowd at the Metro two Wednesdays
ago was a split between converts to the
Hard Line and curious onlookers. Everyone wanted to see if Terence really stood
up to all the raving press he had been getting. After two hours of blazing soul and
undeniable presence on the stage, Terence
fiillPr

PVPry

prrjmie ansA

o

...l..

.r...

slkeptic's question.
It was a night for a tight groove and
sweaty dancing. Like his album, D'Arby's
set acknowledges the work of other artists.
"Wishing Well" and "Let Me Stay" were
the big crowd pleasers, but the man and
his band really made the show with covers:
James Brown, Wilson Pickett, the list goes
on - renditions that made the band look
good and put Terence in his best light as a
_---------------------------g
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I ALICIA DE LARROCHA
I0
The celebrated pianist Alicia De Larrocha will serenade Boston music audiences in a
I
Symphony Hall recital. The program features works by Mendelssohn: Songs WYithout
II
Words; Capriccioin A minor, Op. 33, No. 1; and the Variations serieuses in D minor,
I
I0
Op. 54. Mompou's Impressiones intinas and the Humoresque (Op. 20) of Schumann
round out the program.

)

Symphony Hall, April 8 at 8pm. MHTprice: $5.

SINFONOVA CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
The Boston debut of Tchaikovsky Competition Award Winner David Buechner, and the
premiere of three Boston-area composers' works are featured in Sinfonova's first
Symphony Hall performance. The string orchestra, joined by a full woodwind section
for this special concert, will play Dreaming by Takehiko Gokita, Inverness by Peter
Kelley, and Overture Fantasia by Marc Rossi. Buechner will also give the Boston
Premiere of William Thomas McKinley's Piano Concerto No. 2 "The O'Leary", in

addition to performing Alan Hovhaness' Meditation on Orpheus.
Symphony Hall, April 11 at 8pm. MIT price: $3.

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W20-450 in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door.
Call x3-4885 for further information.

The Tech PerformingArts Series, a servicefor the entire MIT community,
from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper,
in conjunction with the Technology Communty Association,
IT's student community service organization.
1%
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Our international student
body has aess
to Harvard's
outstanding libraries, fine
museums, well-equipped
laboratories,
Cultural actvities, and nearby Boston.
We feature a colleg-level
program for secnndary
eschool juniors ad heniorta*
as well as a Danee Center
and special programs
in
Health Profession,**
Drama, Writing, Ukrainian
Studies, and English as a
Second Language.

Junre 27-August 19, 1988
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vard Summer

School offers open-enrollment in day and evening
courses. The curriculum
includes courss that fiulfll
college degree trequirements
and programs designed for
personal and professional
development.

Harvard
this
summuier___
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For nom imfor/ o rmawn tt ¢cOWm
blow or caU (617) 495-2494 (24.howr
ici). Plan allow 34 weafor gorwry.

Program
V Danee Center
Writing
i I [Enmish as a School
Second LanguWge
3 H tealth"
Prsofit l 0 a
I Name
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HARVARD UMNIVEsITY SUMMER SCHOOL
II
~~DEPT.
20 Gmae Stee, Cab/dgeM 02138;
Sacodary
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YES, pleasesend a 1988 Hvard Summer School CATLOGUE
and/or specific infonnation about the following programs:
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lic, but only for a while. Terence Trent
D'Arby talked a big game to get his music
on the air, and he put on a show at The
Metro that guarantees it will be there for
some time to come.

.0

PRO ARTE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Leonard Shure will perform Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 5, "The Emperor",
in a guest appearance with the Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra of Boston, under
the baton of Raymond Harvey. Also on the program: Mozart's Overture to 'Don
Giovanni", "The Bull on the Roof" by Milhaud, and the world premiere of Eric
Chasalow's "Leaping to Conclusions". A "Meet-the-Composer" lecture, free to all
ticket-holders, will be held one hour before the concert.
Sanders Theatre, April 10 at 3pm. MIT price: $6.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

The band released the songs from the
three minute confines of radio, working
them out to seven or eight minutes at a
stretch. Generous solos and solid instrumental runs kept the better grooves going,
especially the James Brown covers, playing
for the song instead of the clock.
Everyone on stage was working to keep
the crowd moving, and Terence shared the
er*~trl
at-:..h
%!th h;e
le!rfrtina
ornaon
*>tswexvst> Xv ,
. Ad
eee COD-ce- an
achievement as great as his infamous ego.
Playing Smokey Robianson and the Rolling
Stones in the same set will only work if the
band knows just what it wants to do.
Terence himself was in true form, flirt-

ing one moment, dancing and strutting another: here is a master at work on his
home turf. Every break was a chance for
Terence to work the crowd up for the next
song, telling stories about the cover songs
and paying homage to his heroes who
wrote them. The front man got everyone
into the show, and the band kept them
there all night.
All of the publicity in the world can't
make a performance work. Airplay bes-

Rite of Spring sashig success
after ovation
oation
l- and drawsovtn at

__aI a r

The Tech PerformingA IIrts Series presents...e

singer and performer.

Western ears), and more than likely a definitive, rendition of this grand work.
The concert took a fun-and-games recess to play Sergei Prokofiev's youthful Piano Concerto no. 2 in G minor. This
showy but only occasionally moving piece
featured the striking Muscovite pianist
Viktoria Postnikova as chief engineer of
Prokofiev's roller-coaster concerto. (The
audience does not have to remember any
melodic themes or motifs to appreciate
this work, because they are already so
well-known: major scales.)
Postnikova sailed through the piece
without hesitation, shaking the very timbers of the Baldwin piano. During the few
expressive passages, Postnikova played the
arpeggiated accompaniment and evocative
melodies, (in octaves on the right hand)
with feeling and balance.
Members of the audience mused aloud
whether Rozhdestvensky would conduct
more actively the closing piece, Igor Stravinsky's terrifying masterpiece The Rite of
Spring, a work of extraordinary complexity for even the most skilled musicians.
The enormous corps of instrumentalists,
more than are used for any other piece
during the season (including not one but
two timpanists) except for at the performance of Schnittke's Symphony No. I a
week later, waited several minutes for maestro Rozhdestvensky to appear.
The final piccolo leap left the audience

amazed and confused. Rozhdestvensky's
interpretation was an unusual one, drawing out ponderous instruments and drawing tempi ever slower. One passage, "Adoration of the Earth" was a rhythmic
disaster, and many complicated polyrhythmic passages were not clean, yet the piece
was a smash success, yielding ovation after
ovation. Perhaps it was the monumental
power amassed on stage, or the raw sensuality of Stravinsky's writing that triurmphed, or maybe Rozhdestvensky's understanding of the mindset of forgotten
pagans; the feeling behind the orchestra's
playing, in this case an alien feeling, more
than made up for technical failures.
If the purpose of the Soviet/American
exchange was to share each culture's present-day musical geniuses with each other,
something of a catching up on the news,
inviting Gennady Rozhdestvensky was an
ideal move: this great man, while not a
technical perfectionist, has surely left behind a new following of admirers.
,-
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Compiled by Peter Dunn
OFF CAMPUS

The Common Pursuit, Simon Gray's
award-winning play dealing with six
Cambridge undergraduates in the 1960's
who over 20 years manage to violate the
standards they set when they begin a literary magazine, continues through
April 24at the Lyric Stage Theatre, 54
Charles Street, Beacon Hill, Boston. Performnances are Wed-Fri at 8 pm, Sat at
5pm &8:30, and Sun at 3 pm. Tickets:
SiO to $13. Televhone: 742-8703.
Contemporary Insanity, a collection of
satirical songs and sketches portraying a
sophisticated and offbeat look at modern
hfe, continues indefinitely at the Boston
Baked Theatre, 255 Elm Street, Davis
Square in Somerville. Performances are
Thur-Fri at8: 15, and Sat at 7:30 &9:45.
Tickets: $8 to $11 ($1.50 discount to seniors and students). Telephone: 628-9575.
An Evening of Pinter, three one-act
plays by Harold Pinter, Victori Station,
TroubleIn The Works, and The Dumb
Waiter, continues through April 17 as a
presentation of the Stage Company of
Boston at The Paramount Penthouse
Theatre, 58-62 Berkeley Street, Boston.
Telephone: 367-6819.
Forbidden Broadway 1988, the latest updated version of Gerard Alessandrini's
musical comedy revue, continues indefinitelv at the Terrace Room, Boston Park
Plaza Hotal. Performances are Tues-Fri
at 8 pm, Sat at 7 pm & 10 pm, and Sun
at 3 pm &6 pro. Tickets: $16 to $22.50.
Telephone: 357-8384.
.

,s

.

.

Franklin Alive!, with Bill Meikle impersonating the colonial quipster and diplomat, continues through April 16 at the
Old South Meeting House, 3i0 Washington Street, Boston. Performances are Fridays and Saturdays at 8 pm. Tickets: $10
to $12. Telephone: 482-6439.
* * . CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Les Midirabies, the Tony-award winning musical adaptation of Victor
Hugo's classic, continues through
June 25 at the Shubert Theatre, 265
Tremont Street, Boston. Performances are Mon-Sat at 8 pm, Wed &
Sat matinees at 2 pm. Tickets: $27.50
to $45, $16 special student tickets for
some performances. Tel: 426-4520.
Macbeth, Shakespeare's shattering mas:erpiece, starring Christopher Plummer
and Glenda Jackson, continues through
April 3 at the Colonial Theatre, 106
Boylston Street, Boston. Performances
are Tues-Sat at 8 pm, matrnees Thurs &
Sat at 2 pm and Sun at 3 pm. Tickets:
$21 to to W40.Telephone: 426-9366.
The Miss Firecracker Contest, Beth
Henley's Southern Gothic comedy that
finds meaning in a smialltown beauty
contest, continues through April 23 at
the Alley Theatre, 1253 Cambridge
Street, Cambridge. Performances are
Thur-Sun at 8 pm. Tickets: $12 general,
S1 seniors and students. Telephone:
491-8166.
Move Over Mrs. Markham. the 1971
West End comedy about infidelity, lust,
and missed opportunities, continues Indefinitely at the Wilbur Theatre, 246 Tremont Street, Boston. Performances are
Tues-Fri at 8:00, Sat at 6:00 &9:30, and
Sun at 3:00. Tickets: $19.50 to 527.50,
$33.50 to $42.50 with dinner. Telephone:
4234008.
Nunsense, depicting the talent show
staged by the Little Sisters of Hoboken
in order to raise money to bury four of
their number currently in the convent
freezer, continues indefinitely at the
Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton Street,
Boston. Performances are Tues-Fri at
8 pm, Sat at 6pm & 9 pm, matinbes
Thurs at 2 pm and Sun at 3 pm. Tickets:
$15.50 to $26.50. Telephone: 426-6912.
.

*

.

An Alumni Exhibitden continues through
March 30 at the Art Institute of Boston,
700 Beacon Street, Boston. Telephone:
262-1223.
Larry and Juliet: Portraits of the Folks.
photographs by Tim Grant, continues
through March 30 at the a.k.a. Skylight
Gallery, 43 Charles Street, Boston. Gallery hours are Mon:$at 10-5. Telephone:
.
720-2855Sean Mleon1e;: ;4aintings continues
threovh March M at the Newtonville
Public Library, 345 Walnut Street, Newtonville. Gallery hours are Mon-Fri
9:30-6 and Sat 9:3D-5. Tel: 552-7162.
,* .e

*.

MUS -- from Pslk to PeeWee, portraits by Michael Romanos, continues
through March 31 at Gallery on 3, B.U.
Bookstore Mall, 660 Beacon Street, Boston. Gallery hours are Mon-Fri 9:30-7,
Sat 10-7, and Sun 12-5. No admission
charge. Telephone: 236-7474.
Recent Quilts, an exhibits of work by
artist Radka Donnell, continues through
April I at the Trustman Art Gallery,
Simmons College, 300 The Fenway, Boston. Gallery hours are weekdays 10-4:30.
Telephone: 738-2145.
Black Bostonians: Two Hundred Years
of Community and Culture continues
through April 2 at the Boston Athenaeum, I010 Beacon Street, Boston. Gallery
hours are Mon-Fri 9-5:30 and Sat 9-4.
Telephone: 227-8112.
Images from Java and Bali, by C. David
Thonmas, continues through April 3 at
the Newton Free Library, 414 Centre
Street, Newton Corner. Gallery hours are
Mon-Thut 9-9, Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5, and Sun
1-4. Telephone: 552-7145.
The Birth Project, Judy Chicago's striking needleworked -paintings' of birth
and creation, continues through April 3
as part of the Women in TheatreFestival
'88 at the AAMARP Galiery, Ruggles
Building, 4th Floor, Forsyth Street,
Northeastern University, Boston. Gallery
hours are Tues-Sun 12-8. Admission: $3
suggested donation. Tel: 497-1118.
New Dimensions in Photography, exploring how contemiporary photographers are combining the unique characteristics of Polaroid film with alternative
processes, continues through April 9 at
the Clarence Kennedy Studio, 770 Main
Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are
Tues-Sat 11-5. No admission charge.
Telephone: 577-5177.
Serpent Snag, an exhibition of 20 threedimensional multi-media works by Tanya
Hlayes Lee focusing on the symbolism of

the serpent, continues through April 13
at Gallery 57, City Hall Annex, 57 Inman Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours
are weekdays 9-8. Telephone: 498-9033.
Dutch Landscape an Paper: Rembrandt
to Mondrian, tracing changing conceptions and continuities in the Dutch vision
of landscape from around 1600 to the
early twentieth century, continues
through mid-April at the Museum of
Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Telephone: 267.9300.

Ann Stoddard and Ralph Paquin: In
Residence, a multi-media spectacle combining large scale sculpture, mechanical
characters, music & sound effects, and
live performances, continues through
April 10 at the MIT Reference Gallery,
List Visual Arts Center, Weisner Building
E15, 20 Ames Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are weekdays 12-6, weekends
'-$. NU ad-fiissl.o charge. T'
'phon,:
253-4400.
Siah Armajani: Communal Spaces at
MIT List Center, focusing on the artist's
cornmisioned master plan for the MIT
main pubhc entrance, continues through
April 10 at the MIT Hayden Gallery, List
Visual Arts Center, Weisner Building
El5, 20 Ames Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are weekdays 12-6 and weekends 1-5. No admission charge. Telephone: 253-4400.

&lpha Blondy and !brahima's
World
iEat perform at the Channel, 25 Necco
Street, near South Station in downtown
Boston.'rickets: $7.50 advance/S8.50 at
the door. Telephone: 451-1905.

FILM & VIDEO

The Brattle Theatre continues its Tuesday series Questioning War on Film with
Rieebsautobahn (Hartmot Bitornsky,
1986) at 3:45 &7:30 and The Ties That
Bind (Su Fredrich, 1985) with Signal:
Germany on the Air (Ernie Gehr, 1985)
at 5:30 & 9:15. Located at 40 Brattle
Street in Harvard Square. Admission: $5
general, $3 seniors and children (good
for the double bill). Telephone: 876.6837.

POPULAR MUSIC
The Kinks perform at the Orpheum
Theatre, Hamilton Place, Boston. Tickets: $18. Telephone: 482-0650.
Humble Pie performs at 9pm at Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge. Telephone: 497-8200.
Treat Her Right performs at Johnny D's,
17 Holland Street, Somerville, near the
Davis Square T-stop on the red line.
Telephone: 776-9667.
Meli'sa Morgan, with guest Miles Jaye,
performs at the Channel, 25 Necco
Street, near South Station in downtown
Boston. Tickets: $8.50 advance/g9.50 at
the door. Telephone: 451-1905.
Salem 66, with Cave Dogs, perform in a
video release party at Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street, near the entrance to the
bleachers at Fenway Park. Telephone:
262-2437.
Mind Over Matter, Blind Rhino, and
Play Ethic perform at T.T. the Bear's, 10
Brookline Street, Boston. Telephone:
492-0082.

JAZZ MUSIC
* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Willema Breuker KloUektief, an internationally acclaimed 10-piece jazz
band from Amsterdam, performs in
the 1988 Abramowitz Mlerorial Concerr at 8:.30 in Kresge Auditorium. No
admission charge. Tel: 253-ARTS.
* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Tony Williams Quintet performs
at 9 pr at the Regattabar, Charles
Hotel, Harvard Square, Cambridge.
Also presented March 31, and April I
&2. Tickets: $7.50 to $11.50. Telephone: 864-1200.
[

CLASSICAL MUSIC

Fiber Connections, work by the Boston
Seven and the Conseil des Arts Textiles
du Quebec, continues through April 22
at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
Gallery, 600 Atlantic avenue, across from
South Station in downtown Boston. Gallery hours are Mon-Fri !04. No admission charge. Tel: 973-3454 or 973-3368.

The American-Soviet "MCaking Music
Together" Festival continues with The
Dmitri Shostakovich Festival Concert
presented by the Boston University
School of Music at 6:30 in the BU Concert Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 353-3345.

Wood-fired Ceramics, displaying works
by Michael Marcus, David Shaner, Jeff
Shapiro, Jack Troy, and Malcolm Wright
using the ancient Japanese technique,
continues through April 30 at Ten Arrow
Gallery, 10 Arrow Street, Cambridge.
Gallery hours are Moan-Sat 10-6, Thur
10-9, and Sun 1-5. Telephone: 876-1117.

Masters of 17th Century Mutch Landscape Fainting, an exhibit attesting to the
Dutchman's adoring record of his surroundings, continues through May I at
the Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300.
Unfolding Beauty: The Art of the Fan,
highlighting the beauty and romance in
the Western fans and costumes from the
permanent collection of the Museum of
Fine Arts, continues through June 5 at
tie ME 45 1'u1nington A-venue, c-ton. Telephone: 267-9300.

G=_1
CLASSICAL MUSIC

Arnold Newman: Five Decades, photography by the renowned American portraitist, continues through May 31 at the
MIT Museum, N52-2nd floor, 265 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Gallery
hours are Tues-Fri 9-5 and Sat-Sun 12-4.
Admission: $2 donation requested. Telephone: 253 4444.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE . * .
Instrumental Soloists of the Bolshoi,
a perfomrance by the 18-piece chamber orchestra of Moscow's famed
Bolshoi Opera and Ballet, is presented
as part of the Boston "Making Music
Together"Soviet-American Festival of
Music and Dance at 8 pm in the Edward Pickman Concert Hail, Longy
School of Music, Garden and Follen
Streets, Cambridge. Tickets: $7 general, S4 seniors and students. Telephone: 8760956.

Earlb, Sea and Sky, etchings and drawings of Charles H. Woodbury, MIT Class
of 1886, continues through October 2 at
the MIT Museum, N52-2nd floor 265
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Gallery hours are Tues-Fri 9-5 and Sat-Sun
12-4-. Telephone: 253-4444.

Barry Turley re-creates the Bach concert
of organ works chosen by Felix Mendelssohn at 8pm at King's Chapel, corner
School and Tremont Streets, Boston.
Admission: $8 suggested donation. Telephone: 723-2355.

Happy Campers,
Delusions of Grandeur,
and Big Train perform atT.T. the Bear's,
I0 Brookline Street, Boston. Telephone:
492-0082.
Skin withDogzillaperform in avideo re~ party,at .AxY,!3 Lansdowne Street,
near the entrance to the bleachers atFenway Park. Telephone: 262-2437.
The Incredible CaSls and Circle Sky
perform at Johnny D's, 17 Holland
Street, Somerville, near the Davis Square
r-stop on thered line. Tel: 776-9667.
Bristols, 1-4-5, andThe Afairs perform
at the Rat, 528 Commonweaith Avenue,
in Kenmore Square. Tel: 536.9438.
Roomful of Blues performs at 8 pm &
I Ipm at Nightstage, 823 Main Street,
Carmbridge. Telephone: 497-8200.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

Japanese Calligraphy and Brush Painting
exhibition continues through April 15 at
the Kaji Aso Studio, 40 St. Stephen
Street, Boston. Gallery hours are TuesFri 1-5. No admission charge. Telephone:
-247-1719.

Thealre Sports, the theatrical equivalent
of Winter Olympics pitting teams of acJohn La Farge, more than 100 paintings,
tors In short improvs, continues through
graphics, and stained glass works by the
April 2 at the Performance Place, 277
Broadway, Somerville. Performances are i influential 19th-century American artist,
continues through May I in the Carter
Fridays and Saturdays at 7:30. Tickets:
and Torf galleries, Museum of Fine Arts,
$3. Telephone: 623-5510.
465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Telephone: 267-9300.

ON CAMPUS

The Finnish National Ballet perform La
Filleinal gardie at 8 pm in Durgin Hall,
University of Lowell, Wilder and Pawtucket Streets, Lowell. Tickets: $9, St1,
&$13. Telephone: 459-035D.

The American-Soviet Festival Performances continue with The Instrumental
Soloists of the Bllshoi performing works
by Alfred Schnittke at 8 pm in Jordan
Hall, New England Conservatory of Music, 30 Gainsborough Street, Boston.
Tickets: $10 to $20. Tel: 426-2786.

e

Shear Madness, the long-running comic
murder mystery, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are TuesFri at 8 pm, Sat at 6:30 and 9:30pm,
Sun at 3 and 7:30 pro. Tickets: $16 and
S19. Telephone: 426-6912.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Sim6ad O'Connor performs at the
Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Also presented on
April I at Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street,
Boston and on April 4 at the Metro,
15 Lansdowne Street, Boston. Telephone: 254-2052 or 262-2437._
j

The Somerville Theatre presents Matter
of Heart (1982) at 3:45 &7:45 and The
Life and Times of Harvey Milk (1984) at
5:45 & 9:45. Also presented March 30.
Located at 55 Davis Square, Somerville,
just bythe Davis Square T-,iop on, the
red line. Admission: $4.50 general, $3
seniors and children (good for the double
bill). Telephone: 62541081.
,.

X,

*

Pianist Eleanor Perrone performs works
by Mendelssohn, Beethoven, S. Barber,
and Mussorgsky as partof the MITAffiliated Artists Series at 8pm in Killian
Hail, Haydn Memorial Library Building,
160 Memorial Drive. No admission
charge. Telephone: 253-2906.
Mystic Consort performs 16th and 17th
century vocal and instrumental music as
part of the MIT Voon Chapel Series at
12:05 in the MIT Chapel. No admission
cearge. Telephone: 253-2906.
, * CRITIC'S ClIOICE t
* *
The American-Soviet Festival Performances continue with The Boston
Symphony Orchestra, Charles Dutoit
conducting, performing works by
Mussorgsky, Sofia Gubaidulina, and
Mussorgsky/Ravel at 8 pm in Symphony Hall, corner of Huntington
and Massachusetts Avenues, Boston.
Also presented April I at 2pm and
April2 & 5 at 8pin. Tickets: $15.50
to $41. Telephone: 266-1492.

FILM & VIDEO
The Somerville Theatre presents a double
bill of sci-fi violence with The Running
Man at 4:15 & 8:00 and RoboCop at
6:00 &9:45. Located at 55 Davis Square,
S&omerville, just by the Davis Square Tstop on the red line. Admission: S4.50
general, $3 seniors and children (good
for the double bill). Telephone: 625-1081.
The Rear Window presents Magic Movies, the best of award-winning animation
From the last decade, at 8 pm at the Boston Food Co-op, 449 Cambridge Street,
Allston. Admission: $4. Tel: 277-4618.
The Brattie Theatre continues its Thursday film series Two Sides to Every Story
with Victor Fleming's Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde (1941), starring Spencer Tracy, IngJid Bergman, and Lana Turner, at 3:30
& 7:40 and Jean Renoir's Le Testament
du Dr. Cordelier (The Testament of Dr.
Cordeler, France, 1959) at 5:45 & 9:55.
Located at 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Admission: $4.75 general, $3
seniors and children (good for the double
bill). Telephone: 876-6837.
8

·

e

*

The Museum of Fine Arts presents a film
program entitled Celebrating New Englamd Filmmakers with a.Short Film
Showcase at 5:30 and a world premiere
of Lola La Loca by Enrique Oliver at
800. Films screened in Remis Auditorium, MFA, 465 Huntington Avenue,
Boston. Tickets: $8 general, $7 MFA
members, seniors, and students (good
for entire program). Telephone: 267-9300
ext. 306.

tt

The Boston University Chamber Players
perform works by Beethoven and Dohnanyi at 8 pm in the BU Concert Hall,
855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. No
admission charge. Telephone: 353-3345.
The Longy Artists Enserable performs
works by Leoffier, Kuhlau, and Sergei
Slonimsky at 8 pm in the Edward Pickman Concert Hall, Longy School of Music, corner of Follen and Garden Streets,
Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone: 876.0956.

FILM & VIDEO
The Brattle Theatre continues its
Wednesday series The Flas of P. W
Fassbinder with The American Soldier
(1970) at 4:30 & 8:00 and God's of the
Plaguve (1969) at 6:10 &9:40. Located at
40 Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Admission: S4.75 general, $3 seniors and
children (good for the double bill). Telephone: 876.6837.

PERFORMANCE
The San Francisco Mime Troupe performs The Mozamgola Caper, an African spy/thriller, at 8 pm in Alumni
Auditorium, Northeastern University,
360 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Also
presented April I at 8 pm and April 2 at
3 pm & 8 pm. Tickets: $10 to $14.50.
Telephone: 437-2247.

DANCE
CRI1Ic'S CHOICE ***
The American-Soviet Festival Performantces continue with Maya Piisetskaya and the Bolshoi Balet performing the American premiere of The
Seagull at 8 pm at the Opera House,
539 Washington Street, Boston. Also
presented April 2 at 3 pm. Tickets:
S20.50 to $50. Telephone: 426-2786.

LECTURES
The Museum of Fine Arts begins a lecture series entitled Disstrvertg Greek
Sculpture with Miranda Marvin, professor of art history, Wellesley College, at
8 pm in the Mabel Louise Seminar
Room, MFA, 465 Huntington Avenue,
Boston. The lecture series continues every Thursday at 8 pm through April 21.
Subscription: S35 general, $30 MFA
members, seniors, and students. Telephone: 267-9300 ex. 306.

POPULAR MUSIC

FILM &VIDEO

Robyn Hilchcock and Brotbers Kendall
perform at the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Telephone: 2542052.
.
$ *
.s

The MIT Lecture Series Committee presents Woody Allen's Everything You
Always Wanted toKnow About Sex at
7:00 &9:30 in Room 26-100. Admission:
$1.50. Telephone: 225-9179.

POPULAR MUSIC

,** *cRITIC'SCHOICE *1
The American Soviet FestivalPerformonces continues with Maya Plisetskays and the Bolshoi Ballet performing Carmen Suite/Divertissements at
8 pm at the Wang CentSt, 270 Tremont Street, Boston. Tickets: $20.50
to $50. Telephone: 426.2786.

FOLK MUSIC
* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The American-Soviet Festival Performances continue with the Prokovsky
Folk Ensemble performing Russtan
Orthodox Music of theOld andNew
Faith at 8 pm in Jordan Hall, New
England Conservatory of Music, 30
Gainsborough Street, Boston. Tickets: $10, $15, &$20. Tel: 426-2786.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
The Scarborough Chamber Players perform works by Brahms, Boccherini, von
Weber, and David Leisner at 8 pm in
Sanders Theatre, Harvard University,
corner of Cambridge and Kirkland
Streets. Tickets: $12.50 general, $10.50
seniors and students. Tel: 32840677.
The Trinity Choir and Orchestra performs Brahms' A German Requiem at
8 pm at Trinity Church, Copley Square,
Boston. Tickets: $8 donation. Telephone:
536-0944.
Ales iII presents a "Panorama of 20th
Century Music" at 8 pm in the Boston
University Concert Hall, 855 Common,wealth Avenue, Boston. Tickets: S6 general, S3 for seniors and BU faculty/staff/
alumni, free to BU students with ID.
'Telephone: 353-3345.
The Ariel Quintet performs works by
Mozart, Raval, and Thelonius Monk a,
12:30 pm at the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston's auditorium, 600 Atlantic Avenue, across from' South Station in downtown Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 973-3454 or 973-3368.

PERFORMANCE
...r--m--t-e. . ., a mechanized mixedmnedia event by Ralph Paquin and Ann
Stoddard, is presented at 7 pm & 8 pm
at the MIT List Visual Arts Center,
Veisner Building E15, 20 Ames Street,
Cambridge. Also presented April 2 and 9
at 3 pm & 4 pm, and April X at 7 pm &
8 pm. No admission charge but reservations are required. Telephone: 253-4680.

DANCE
7he American-Soviet Festival Performances continue with The Bolshoi Ballet
performing Les Sylphides/Divertissemneats at 8 pm at the Opera House, 539
Washington Street, Boston. Tickets:
S20.50 to $50. 'Telephone: 426-2786,

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * · *
-Pianosaurus, Danny Mydlaek, and
Barrence Whitfiled and the Savages
are presented in an April Fool's Extravaganzaby the McCormack Center
for the Arts at 8 pm at the Strand
Theatre, 543 Columbia Road, Dorchester, near the 3FK/UMass/Columbia T-stop on the Ashmonk red line.
Telephone: 282-8000.
Swinging Eradites, Jeff Hudson's Sushi
Bar, and Fabulous Roys perform at
T.T. the Bear's, IO Brookline Street, Boston. Telephone: 492-0082.

.hA A
&,~
t
gum-ss SceAI! Fe~sem,
Reelto Real, and Big Clock, perform at
the Channel, 25Necco Street, near South
Station in downtown Boston. Tickets:
$5.50 advance/S6.50 at the door. Telephone: 451-1905.
Dredd Foole & the Din, The Odds,
Things That Aren't Food, and Inside
Outburst perform at the Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue, inKeninore Square.
Telephone: 536.9438.
TaylorMade performs at Johnny D's. 17
Holland Street, Somerville, near the Davis Square T-stop on the red line. Telephone: 776-9667.

FILM St VIDEO
* * r CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The MIT Lecture Series Committee
presents Jean Renoir's Le Crime de
Monsieur Lange. (The Crinme of Aonsteur Lange, France, 1935) at 7:30 in
Room 10-250 and Rob Reiner's The
Princess Bride (1987) at 7:00 & 9:30
in Kresge. Admission: $1.50. Telephone: 225-9179.
The Somerville Theatre presents
Tampopo (Juzo Itami, Japan, 1987) at
3:45 & 8:00 and Diner (Brry Levinson,
1982) at 6:00 & i0: 15. Located at 55 Davis Square, Somerville, just by the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Admission: $4.50 general, $3 seniors and children (good for the double bill). Telephone: 625-1081
The Brattle Theatre presents Federco
Fellini's La Delce Vita (1960), starring
Marcello Mastroianni and Anita Ekberg,
at 4:30 & 8:00. Also presented April 2.
Located at 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Admission: $4.75 general, $3
seniors and children. Tel: 876-6837.
The Rear Window presents Vittorio
DeSica's The Garden of the FinziConfinis (1970) at 7:30 at the Firehouse
Multicultural Arts Center, 659 Centre
Street, Jamaica Plain. Also presented
April 7 at 8 pm at the Boston Food Coop, 449 Cambridge Street, Allston. Admission: $4. Telephone: 277-4618.
The French Library in Boston begins its
series Experiments in Film and Sound
with Ren6 Clair's Paris qni dort (Crazy
Ray, France, 192.3) at 8 prm. Also presented April 2 and 3- Located at 53 Marlborough Street, near the Arlington T-stop
on the green line. Admission: $5 general,
$3.50 Library members on April 1; $3.50
general, $2.50 Library members on
April 2 and 3. Telephone: 266-4351.
The Rear Window presents Roy Frumkes' Document of the Dead (I979), a film
about the making of Dawnr of the Dead,
with Roy Frumkes in person, as well as
Eraserbead (David Lynch, 1978) and The
Projectiontst (Harry Hurwitz, 1971), at
8 pm at the Brookline Arts Center, 86
Monmouth Street, Brookline. Eraserhead and The Projectionistalso presented April 2. Admission: S4. Telephone:
277-4618.
The Museum of Fine Arts begins its film
series Latin Visions with Ultimes de la
Victima. (Last Pays of the Victim,
Adolfo Aristarain, Argentina. 1982) at
5:30 and La Pelicala de] Rey (The King
and His Movie, Carlos Sorin, Argentina,
1986) at 8:00. Films screened in Remis
Auditorium, MFA, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $3.50 general, $3
MFA members, seniors, and students.
Telephone: 267-9300.

POPULAR MUSIC
David Sylvian performs at the Berklee
Performance Center, 136 Massachusetts
Avenue, Boston. Tickets: $16.50. Telephone: 266-7455.
Face To Face, with guests Men &Volts,
Idle Hands, and Jol Gramelini, perform
at the Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue,
in Kenmore Square. Tel: 536-9438.

FILM &VIDEO
The MIT Lecture Series Committee presents Sophie's Choice, starring Meryl
Streep, at 8 pm only in Room 26-100.
Admission: $1.50. Telephone: 225-9179.
* * * ClmTICeS CHOICE * * *
The Brattle Theatre continues itsSunday film series Vintage Hollywood
withan Audrey Hepburn double bill
with Breakfastat Tiffany's (Blake Ed,,-A
ds
, at
9!)!:30, 5:50, &
!0-05
and Roman Holiday (William Wyler,
1953) at3:35 &
8:00. Located at 40
Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Admission:$4.75 general,$3 seniors and
children (good for the double bill).
Telephone: 876-6837.
TheSomeville Theatre presents a
Marcello Mastroianni double bill with
Dark Eyes (Italy,
1987) at 3:15 & 7:45
and 8Vz (Federico Fellini, Italy,1963) at
5:15 & 9:45. Also presented April4
and5. Located at 55 Davis Square,
Somerville, justby the Davis Square
T-stop on the red line. Admission: $4.50
general, $3 seniors and children (good
forthe double bill). Telephone: 625-1081.
The Rear Window presents Burt's Bikers
(Roy Frumkes, 1983) at 8 pm at the
Brookline Arts Center, 86 Monmouth
Street, Brookline. Admission:$4. Telephone:277-4618.

FILM & VIDEO
The Brattle Theatre continues its Monday series of Film Noir with House of
Bamboo (Sam Fuller, 1955) at 4:00 &
7:55 and Street With No Name (William
Keighly, 1948) at 6:00 &9:55. Located at
40 Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Admission: $4.75 general, 53 seniors and
children (good for the double bill). Telephone: 876.6837.
The Harvard Film Archive continues its
'Monday film series Three Directors:
Hitchcock, Renoir, Godard with Jean
Renoir's Le Carosse d'or (The Golden
Coach, Italy, 1953) at 5:30 &8:00. Located at the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, 24 Quincy Street, in Harvard
Square. Admission: $3 general, $2 seniors and children. Telephone: 495-4700.

EXHIBITS
Paintings by Lisa Russell opens today at
Ticknor Lounge, Boylston Hall, Harvard
University, Cambridge. Continues
through April 22. Telephone: 495-9449
ext. 79.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Ensemble Project Ars Nova performs
music of the late Middle Ages by Jacopo da Bologna, Landiri, and Machaut at 8 pm in Houghton Memorial
Chapel, Wellesley College. No admission charge. Telephone: 235-0320
ext. 2028.

THEATER
Entertaining Mr. Sloane, Joe Orton's cat
and mouse game of seduction, marApulation, and murder, opens today at the
New Ehrlich Theatre, 539 Tremont
Street, Boston. Continues through May I
with performances Thur-Fri at 8 pm, Sat
at 5 pm & 8:30 pm, and Sun at 2 pm.
Tickets: S10 to $15. Tel: 482-6316.

FILM & VIDEO
The Brattle Theatre continues its Tuesday series Questioning War on Film with
Letter to Jane (Jean-Luc Godard and
Jean-Pierre Gorin, 1985) at 4:15 & 7:30
and In the Year of the Pig (Emile de
Antonio) at 5:30 & 8:45. Located at 40
Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Admission: $5 general, S3 seniors and children
(good for the double bill). Telephone:
876-6837.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Tuesday film series Women Directors and
the Avant-Garde with Film About a
Woman Who... (Yvonne Rainer, 1974)
at 5:30 &8:00. Located at the Carpenter
Center for the Visual Arts, 24 Quincy
Street, in Harvard Square. Admission:
$3 general, $2 seniors and children. Telephone: 495-4700.

Deborah Iyall (or-vocalist for Romeo
Void), Busted Statues, and Too Much
Fun perform at T.T. the Bear's, 10
Brookline Street, Boston. Telephone:
492-0082.
The Lyres, with guests Christmas, The
Outlets, andTheLemomings, perform at
the Channel, 25Necco Strett, near South
Station in downtown Boston. Tickets:
$4.50 advance/g5.50 at the door. Telephone:451-1905.
.CLASSICAL
III

*

;1;5S;C

* * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The American-Soviet Festival Performances conclude with the Festival
Finale featuringthe Festival Orchestra
and Soloists at 8pm in the Opera
House, 539 Washington Street, Boston. Tickets:$10,$i7.50, &$25. Telephone: 426-2786.

Treat Her Right at the Channel on
April 8. B. B. King at the Strand Theatre
on April 9. The Boston Music Awards at
the Wang Center on April 13. Scruffy
the Cal at Axis on April 14. Rudolph
Nureyev &Friends at the Wang Center,
April 15 to 17. Je suis le cabier: The
' ... Fo~.. _, -- t _t~vvvo
^..
t, ^ _va'--:
_:...._
teds
SIll:tltUtg
of Contemporary Art, April 15 to
June 12. Love and Rockets, with the
mighty lemon drops, at the Orpheum
Theatre on April 16. TheBodeam at the
Metro on April 20. The Peking Acrobats
at the Berklee Performance Center on
April 27 and 28. Treasures of Ramses
the Great opening April 30 at the
Museumof Science.
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Merritt discusses plans for freshman programs
(Continuedfrom page 1)
can produce a series of classes to
give students a flavor of what
they're like. Rather than experiences about acadenmic life, this
will give them experiences of academic life. However, it is difficult
to make changes in R/O, there's
a logistic problem and changes
must be worked out with the R/
O Committee."

"some accountability," according
to Merritt, "not like another
course or likena club activity,
either."
Regular non-seminar advisors
next year would take on seven or
eight advisees, big enough to
meet every few weeks on advising
issues - more frequently than
the semester or occasional midterm meeting that takes place under the current system.
"We hope to educate advisors
and associate advisors better and
to bring more good and concorned faculty in contact with
freshmen," Merritt said. "The
best incentive for this is if advising becomes regarded as part of
one's regular responsibility and if
'service' like this becomes counted more heavily for tenure."
Merritt added that reimbursement services should be done on
a per capita basis, whereby each
advisor would then be able to
spend a certain amount of money
on each advisee. 'We're working
towards this," he said, "and
Dean [Shirley M.] McBay has
been supportive of this idea,
which would provide equitability
between seminar advisors, who
currently do receive reimbursement for money they spend on
advisees, and non-seminar advisors, who currently do not."

More faeualty involvement
needed in first year
"The problem with the freshman year," Merritt explained, 'is
an insufficiency in number of faculty who are devoted in energy
and in time and in thought to the
process of education that starts
as soon as freshmen enter MIT at
the end of August. There must be
faculty who are willing to extend
the right hand of friendship and
intellectual mentorship to freshmen and who are willing to be
visible and up front and there for
them. A common complaint
among freshmen is that they have
no contact with faculty. We [the
UASO] basically want to bring
entering students into a close and
secure relationship with the hMIT
community, including faculty...
One of the main ways we can achieve this is through the-advisory system."
Currently, the freshman advisory system has around 250 advisors, many of whom also teach
freshman advisor seminars for
their advisees and other undergraduates. Merritt complaiined,
though, that many freshmen never form a "trust" or "intellectual
relationship" with their advisor
because of infrequent contact.
"The prevailing Attitude is that
the advisor is a remedial, someone to sign forms and drop
cards. Unfortunately, there are
some advisors who are only pa3sive and remedial and have only
occasional contact with their
advisees," he said. "We want to
really revolutionize the system by
incorporating an intensive and
assertive philosophy with advisors who will go all out and will
feel that advising is really a part
of their responsibilities."
Because of this, the UASO is
looking to increase the number
of freshman advisor seminars
from around forty this year to
over sixty next year. It hopes to
keep each seminar down to "reasonable size' and to give them

Pass/fail discussed

.'

Tugrulbey Kiryarnan
"Throu igh this, we're assertively moving to help those students
who are in trouble," Merritt said.
"It's a soft key approach. Study
skills programs and department
tutorial possibilities should also
help freshmen."
In other aspects of the freshman year, the UASO is planning
to streamline next year's freshman handbook, to have it accentuate the basic facts more and to
make it less wordy. For people
currently working on developing
study skills, the UASO may have
tutoring, and possibly even a
"study resources center". On a
small, experimental scale next
year may be the use of undergraduate students working as advisors- "functioning almost like
floor tutors," Merritt said.

a unique
opportunity
fAr

VIOLIN ISTS- -VIOLISTS
Openings available in the
MiT Syrnphony Orchestra
for performances in April and May.
M/W 8:30.10:30 pnm rehearsals
beginning March 28. Please
call x3-2826 for informsation.

II

Thanks to marrnography. a fast
and srnple x-ray technique. breast cancer
can now be detected at its earliest
stage-while it is still highly curable.
If you're over 35. the American Cancer
Society urges you to please call
your doctor for an appoinymernt.

Saving
babies is
our goal!
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Passover meals are available at
the Kosher Kitchen

Share the
health
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man year. 'Rather than just a
place to sit for a year before joining a department, the freshman
year must be thought of as a serious and worthwhile time in
itself.'

Travis IVAlerrit

While Merritt did not indicate
whether he believed the current
freshman pass/no credit system
should be modified, he expressed
concern over the "growing grade
"P should not
consciousness among first year
"fall apart"
students." Merritt said pass/fail
loses some of its effectiveness
As for IAP, Merritt said that it
when students become overly is "generally recognized" as
concerned about their actual let- something that belongs in a difter grades, and he questioned- ferent era. He added, however,
whether the administration "many feel it is useful and the
should go along with this trend UASO has no intention of seeing
or prevent it.
IAP fall apart. We'll make strong
He added that under the current system "it is especially important to be able to help those
students that are in trouble early
on."
For this reason, the UASO has
implemented a "freshman watch
program." Through this program, recitation instructors inform the UASO of those freshmen that are in trouble
Iil 1985 ARC
academically. The UASO then
calls the freshmen advisors to
have them meet with those advisees.
_
_____;.

O-e lout of ten women
inl develi

moves to keep it up.",
He blamed its current probtemrns on lack of student participation and a dearth of activities.
"To help it, a strong emphasis
should be placed on public service activities and there could be
a big event, to put a spark into
the month of January. Hopefully,
it can involve advisors and freshmen more. The IAP Policy Committee needs to elicit more powerful participation by the faculty
overall."
Merritt hopes that the proposed changes can produce a
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Lunch served:
12:30-1:30 p.m. Sat. April 2 - Sat. April 9

-*$5.00 cash or Validnei

Dinner served :
5:00-7:00 p.m. Mon. Akpril 4 - Wed. April 6

$7.50 cash or Validine
6:45 p.m. Thurs. April 7-Fri. April 8

Science
(Majors/Minors)

*$8.00 cash or Validine
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For you and the world itseif. As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can put your degree to work at a challenging,
demandingand uaniqueopportunity. You'll be meeting
new people, learning a new language, experiencing a
new culture and gaining a whole new outlook. And
while your buildinl your future, you'll help people in
developing countries in such areas as better science
education, health care, fresh water fisheries extension
projects, or natural resources and agricultural projects,
all of which are critical for meeting their economic
development needs. The financial rewards may not be
great, but as a Peace Corps volunteer, the oppprtunity
for growth is certain.
SPECIAL INFO MEETING
*Wed., March 30, 1988 - 6:00pm
* Auditorium of the O'Neill Federal Building
10 Causeway St., Boston
For more information call Peace Corps
(617) 563-5555
COME LEARN ABOUT SCIENCE CAREER
OPORTUNITIES OVERSEAS!!

Give it a boost with the
test-taking techniques and

educational review that
have been proven for over

40 year--Kaplan.
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Cambridge class begins on 4/10
for the June 4th exam.
Call today 868-TEST
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SUMMER JOBS!
Work as a live-in Big brother this
summer tutoring and caring for
children at $175 per week plus all
living expenses and some travel.
Free training available. Call 2370211 for more info.
UNIQUE STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Zenith Data Systems is looking for
self-motivated student sales representatives to sell and promote
Zenith Personal Computers to students, faculty, and staff on your
campus. Qualified candidates
should have micro-computer experience.
Tremendous potential in explosive market place with unlimited
commission structure, opportunity
to earn a Zenith computer, and
flexible work schedule. Send
resume and cover letter to:
Zenith Data Systems
6 Courthouse Lane
Building B
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Attn: Brian Russell

Boston Area Patent Firm desires to
meet students with a strong technical background interested in pursuing careers in patent law. Candidates should have a physics,
electronics, or computer science
background. Will consider full-time
or part-time working arrangements
while candidates attend law
school. If interested, please send
resume to James M. Smith, Esq.,
Hamilton, Brook, Smith &
Reynolds, Two Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173.

Your
80u~a

foreign

language
ability
is
valuable!

.

I
Walter D. Stone Memorial Zoo

L

i

Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge.
We are currently seeking translators for:
* Arabic
Chineese
Danisha Dutach
· Farsi · Frhenh
German
Greek
O !t--L- t '
_
^ Unman.

· Norwegian
·Polish · Portuguese
· Romanian a Spanish
·Swedish
and others.
Into-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
Foreign language typists also needed.
AN this wark can be done in your
home!
Linguistic Systems, Inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the Central Sq.
subway station.

For application and test
translation call Ms.
Linguistic Systems,
116 Bishop Allen Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139

Inc.

Heineman

864-3900
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Soviet exchange filled t fith intrigue
ft

(Continued from page 2)

en. Without the presence of the
chaperone, the exchange would
ministrator, been sent? Becuase, chapene
conservatory staff usually do the not happen."
administrative work in Moscow,
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Soviet
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has
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has
Did Laurence
Lesser, president
of the New England Conservat-".,;* I-M"t+_
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a government official living in a

menr were
inted operat
there were
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telligence operatives
all Soviet agencies, not only
Of mploye
Michailov, he
he said
the KGB.
sure Of
he
"I'msurehe's employed where he
says he's employed, but that

doesn't speak to what he's
doing."

dorm room next to the Soviet
students? 'If we were sending a
group of students to the Soviet

If there is no conclusive evidence as to Michailov's purpose,
his Comment that The -ech knew

Union, we would be concerned
that they would represent our
country well," he replied. Would
he send an individual to the Sovet Union to live with his conservatory students and check on
their daily activities? "Yes, it's
highly likely that we would," he
said.
Two other New England Conservatory faculty members interviewed were also unconcerned
about Michailov's purpose,
doubting that he was aKGB operative. Orne said that the American students got a "high" from
imagining such thing, while Hankus Netzky, head of NEC's jazz
department said: "I think it's
somethinlg very much in the
minds of the Soviet students. It's
probably what they've expected,
because a lot of things are
monitored very carefully."
But Greg Guroft head of the
President's US-Soviet Exchange
Initiative at the US Information
Agency, asserted that"the Soviet
Union has always been concerned
about defection and of sending
people along to make sure it
doesn't happen," and an American who has lived in the Eastern
bloc said that it was "perfectly
normal" to provide a government
official escort, who provides surveillance of his charges."The Soviets almost never let their citi-

"too much" about the Soviet students (see quotes, page 2) corroborates the statements made
about their behavior by the
Americas. That behavior, and
the government practices which
have inspired it, is revealing in itself
But not only despite it, but
possibly because of it, theformation of some close and affectionate friendships between Americaans and Soviet students has been
encouraged, stronger friendships
than Americans normally had in
their everyday live, according to
one NEC student. It was unnecessary to watch the twonationalities together for long to detect
the spontaneous rapport between
them, and it was touching to
observe.

zens go anywhere

in the world

An NEC student said that over
time the visitors were beginning
to talk about the world's larger
problems, and one discussion
group 'came to the agreement
that all people in the world want
peace, but politicians and governments don't necessarily all want
peace all the time."
The American and Soviet students are, through their friendship, jointly showing the power
of people to transcend the foibles
of government. The bonds being
formed between the American
and Soviet students are strong
and likely to be enduring. That
alone is a major achievement,
and makes the venture eminently
worthwhile. If only the Soviets
would next time house their
"manager" in a nearby hotel. Or
preferably, leave him behind.
i

ABT BOOKS, located in Harvard
Square, is utilizing the Compact Disc as a
storage medium for publishing large
databases and texts.

I
I

We are seeking product managers with
the following qualifications:
· enthusiasm
· knowledge of software engineering
° desire to grow with an exciting new
industry
Full-time, part-time, and summer positions available,

with flexible hours.

ABllT BOOKS
,

.

r
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Aluminumoam
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unescorted ...
It's unpleasant,
distasteful, but it's simply a giv-

simply a gin
distasteful,

Discussion on non-political
subjects has ranged widely, and
there appears to have been no restrictions on the Soviet students'
movements. The Soviets and
Americans have been on shopping trips together to get electronic goods, clothing and sneakers (paid for with a US dollar
allowance), and at a dance, NEC
student Julianne Verret said,
'they were amazing - so much
fun." Another student remarked
on the friendliness, politeness
and maturity of the Soviet visitors. "We have a wonderful
time... They're a wonderful
bunch," one American student
said.
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OR contact Shari at (617) 577-8979
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CATHOLIC
COMM UNI[TY

B*TO JAPAN
DISCOUNT FARE
FROM BOSTON
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(WEEKDAY DEPARTURE)
CANADIAN PACIFIC
NORTHWEST
ALL NIPPON AIR
UNITED AIR
JAPAN AIR

i

mo.

Interviewing on campus, April 4th
10am-Noon, 2pm-4pm in Career Office

Holy Wee

$595.00
$715.00
$750.00
$775.00
$810.00

MIDCael
I

IHoly

HOTEL PACKAGE-

Thursday
8 pm

TOKYO HOTEL SUNSHINE CITY PRINCE
2 NIGHTS
$160.00 (Single)
OSAKA HOTEL NEW OTANI
2 NIGHTS
$170.00 (Single)

faW*

ettls

Good Friday
3 pm

0 -1t.

EASTERN TRAVEL PLAZA
45 Rockfeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10111
(212) 698-4971-73 800-235-3523 KUDO

L-
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Easter Vigil
9 pm
Easter Sun day
9 and 12
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Pokrovsky delights with earthy performances of Russian folklore
POKROVSKY FOLK ENSEMBLE

Part of "Making Music Together," the
American-Soviet Cultural Exchange.
Drnitriy Pokrovsky, Artistic Director
The Tremont Temple Baptist Church.
March 18
By EARL C. YEN
r

HE POKROVSKY FOLK ENSEMBLE is
a. g .. up ^ 1K spir;i/ed perfrmers

from the Soviet Union. In a rare
Boston performance last Friday,
this ensemble put on a remarkably diverse
show - skits, puppet shows, and dances
- in their very casual, down-to-earth
style. Led by Director Dmitriy Pokrovsky,
the group performed several traditional
dances as well as skits with surprisingly religious themes.
Their act began with The Resurrection,
in which several women solemnly circled a
dead man's body while singing a repetitive
lament, eventually bringing the man back
to life. The heavy-set women, dressed in
colorful traditional skirts, sang in a
throaty and resonant style.
In The Dead One, the performers perform a comic variation of the previous
act. Once again, the performers gather
near a dead man, this time with the men
singing and the women wailing. Three men
grab each of the women, one-by-one, and
force her to kiss the dead man. Nothing
happens. Finally, the men run into the audience, grab an unsuspecting young lady
in the front row, and pull her onto the

stage. When she kisses the dead man, he
comes back to life, and the two run off the
stage.

Kostrama is an afternoon dance with a
peasant woman sitting on her porch doing
daily chores while her neighbors socialize
together and ask her to join them.
Through translator Marina Balashova, the
audience listens in on the short, humorous
exchanges between the woman and her
neighbors as they talk about everyday life.
it is interesting to note that, through
this and other short skits, the Russianspeaking members of the audience stood
out from the rest. As each performer delivered a punch line, a small portion of the
audience would burst into laughter, and,
upon receiving the translation from
Konukhova, the rest of the audience would
join in the hilarity.
Balashova generally did a good job of
translating the subtler lines, although
sometimes she would be so amused by a
line that she would fall into laughter rather than translating the line into English.
She appeared to be somewhat of an anomaly on the stage with her distinctively
Western dress and hairstyle.
Pokrovsky started the second half of the
program with a series of biblical-themed
puppet shows, including The Stable, a traditional nativity scene, and The Story of
King Hierod. The puppet shows were performed in a rather tiny puppethouse.
In an artistic sense, the puppet shows
were a disappointment, as they were too
difficult to see. But these shows were remarkable in light of the fact that these
performers come from a country which
has often been accused of religious
persecution.
The ensemble included the skit A Folk
Drama About Tzar Maximillian, a story

of a Russian leader who kills his son because his son refuses to renounce his
Christian faith. With Pokrovksy himself as
Maxirnillian, each character stands in a
circle and speaks by holding his sword forward. Wearing outlandish headdresses and
mixing-in occasional slapstick antics, the
ensemble tells the story of how Maximillian's son becomes a Christian martyr.
Again, this tale of profound Christian

faith is a refreshing performance by artists
from an officially atheist society.
At the end of the program, the Soviet
ensemble was joined onstage by a large
group of American students from Middlebury College. 'Together, the artists and students joyously sang and danced to a number of Russian folk songs in a touching
show of friendship.
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GENETICS INSTITUTE, conveniently located in the Fresh Pond
area of Cambridge, MA, is one of the premier biopharmaceutical companies in the United States. A commitment to excellence
In biotechnology research and development,combined with stateof-the-art manufacturing capabilities,has positioned Genetics Institute among the very best in this dynamic, fast-paced industry.
We are currently involved in the application of human therapeutic
agents in the areas of oncology, hematology, cardiology and
orthopedics.
Genetics Institute offers new graduates the opportunity to work
with some of the most respected scientists in the industry and
also provides the resources and facilities to support the very best
i
research. We offer an excellent benefits package,including three
weeks' vacation, 100% tuition reimbursement, medical, dental,
and vision care insurance, a 401K plan and an employee stock
purchase plan.
Continued expansion has created the need for talented individuals in the following areas.

-

Special Student and Youth Fares to

EUROPE

from Boston on Scheduled Airlines
DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
ATHENS
SHANNON
NMOSCOW

OW
$189
235
315
210
395

from

RT
$369
470
630
420
790

PHARMACOKINETICS

WORLDWIDE
DEST!N.AT!ONS
AUCKLAND
SYDNEY
HONG KONG
TOKYO
BALI

l
from

OW
$597
639
475
690

RT
$1005
1095
749
795
1120

An

pponrtunity

exists for a high,!y mo-tiated nnr innn3utive ¢crntlct to oin Oein .. n-h

macokinetics group. The ideal candidate will be actively involved in the development
of in-vivo research techniques. Qualifications include a Bachelor's or Mlaster's degree
in Biology and familiarity with the handling and use of radioisotopes.

M1OLECULAR BIOLOGY0

* ENQUIRE FOR UP TO DATE RATE

We are seeking an individual to contribute to our molecular biology studies. This individual will be involved in the development of new recombinant DNA technology,
gene identification, DNA cloning and manipulation and vector construction and design. Qualifications include a Bachelor's or Master's degree in Biology with a strong
background in molecular biology.
Qualified candidates should send their resumes to: Sheri Rist, Genetics Institute,
87 CambridgePark Drive, Cambridge, MA 02140.
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/HiN

Similar low fares from most major U.S. cities are available. We have
special Student and Youth fares to all major worldwide destinations.
We also issue Eurail Passes and International Student I.D. Cards.
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE COPY OF THE STUDENT TRAVEL
HANDBOOK AND RESERVATION INFORMATION TO:

I,

THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK
(617)

266.6014 $ MIIIIIIIII
TA TRAVEL

Genetics Insttulte

273 Newbury St.
Boston, MA 02116
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Every Tuesday and Thursday
from 11 to 3 pm Surplus equipment is sent to the Equipment
Exchange by departments in the
institute for the purpose of making it available to any department
or student by transfer. No funds
needed. Thirty days after being
advertised in Tech Talk the
equipment is sold. NW30.
:*
:*

**

Nominations are currently being accepted for the John Asinari
Award for Undergraduate Research in the Life Sciences. Undergraduates in Course VII, VIIA and VII-B are eligible. The
deadline for nominations is April
22, 1988. For more information,
see Tom Lynch in Room 56-511
or call him at x3-4711.
*

*8

*

*

The MIT-Japan Science and
Technology Program would like
to announce the MIT Japan Science and Technology Prize. The
prize includes round trip air fare
and local expenses for attending
a professional meeting in Japan
during 1988-1989. All currently
enrolled graduate students are
eligible. Applications are due in
Room E38-656 by May 15, 1988.
For more information, contact
Patricia E. Gercik at 253-3142.
*

*

* :8

Are you concerned about your
Cholesterol level? If you have
been told by your physician that
your cholesterol level is mildly or
moderately elevated, you may be
eligible to participate in a study
at Beth Israel Hospital that will
determine the effectiveness of a
new anti-cholesterol drug. For
more information, call 735-3637.

Tuesday, Mar. 29
Craig Dilworth of Abo
Akademi, Finland, will discuss
Laws, Theories, and Principles:
The Fabric of Science. The lecture will begin at 8 pm in Room
525, School of Theology, 745
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston.
For more information, call (617)
353-2604.
*

*8

* :*

Jerry Fodor of the Department
of Philosophy at CUNY and
Zenon Pylyshyn of the Department of Psychology of the UJiverity of Colorado/Boulder will
present a talk on Connectionism
and Cognitive Architechture on
Tuesday, March 29 at 7:30 pm in
the Grier Conference Room (34401).

Wednesday, Mar. 30
A symposium entitled "Disarmament 2000 and Common Security" will be held on Wednesday, March 30 at the Student
Lounge at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, 100 Arlington
Street. The program will begin at
7 pm. For more information, call
Mobilization for Survival at 3540008.
*

*8

$8 :*

Phiulip A. Sharp, Professor of
Biology and Director of the Cancer Research Center at MIT will
discuss the importance of basic
research on Wednesday, March 30
at 8 pm at the Cambridge Forum,
3 Church Street, Harvard
Square.
*

*8

*

*8 *

*

notices

Ruth L. Smith, assistant professor of religion at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute will discuss
Freedom and the Social World on
Wednesday, March 30 at 8 pm in
the School of Nursing Auditorium, 635 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. For more information, call (617) 353-3067.
The Anthropology/Archaeology Program will hold an informational meeting on summer arfieldwork
chaeological
opportunities on March 30 at 4
pm in Room 20B-136. For more
information, call 3-3065 or stop
by the A/A Program office, 2OB131.

Medical School Applicants for
1989, "The Application Process"
is the title of a talk to be given
on Wednesday, April 13 in Room
3-343 at 10 am. For more information, contact Carley Sherry at
x4737 (Room 12-185).

Tuesday, April 19

Martin Weitzman, MIT professor of economics, will speak on
"Some Thoughts on the Japanese
Bonus System."

Paul Rozin of the Department
of Psychology at the University
of Pennsylvania will present a
talk entitled "A Psychological
Analysis of the Sympathetic
Magical Law of Contagion" on
Tuesday, April 19 at 7:30 pm in
the Grier Conference Room (34401).

*8

*

*8

*

Industry/Technology/Art, II:
New Readings of American Television will be the topic of a seminar sponsored by the MIT communications forum. It will be
held from 4 pm to 6 pm in the
Bartos Theatre of The Weisner
Building (E15-070) at 20 Ames
Street on Thursday, March 31,
1988. The speakers will be Professor James Hay of the University of Illinois and Professor Horace Newcomb of the University
of Texas.

Wednesday, Apr. 6
Robert J. Kriegel, PhD, will
give a presentation on pressure
and pain in the college environment on Wednesday, April 6 at 7
pm in the Boston University
Conference Auditorium of the
George Sherman Union Building
at 775 Commonwealth Avenue.
For more information, call (312)
558-1770.

Saturday, Apr. 9
A Symposium on Human
Rights in Southeast Asia will be
presented on Saturday, April 9 at
MIT in Room 54-100 (Green
Building). The first session is
from 1-3 pm and the second session is from 3:30-5:30 pm. For
more information, call 253-7826
(during the day),

Monday, Apr. 11
William B. Astle, Jr., President
of Astle Corporation, will speak
on developing energy saving products on Monday, April 11 at 7
pm in MIT Room 1-190, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge.
For more information, call 8625008.
*8

*8 *

*

Healing yourself during Separation and Divorce will be the
topic of discussion at a free lecture to be held at 7:30 pm on
Monday, April 11 at the Riverside
Family Institute, 259 Walnut
Street, Newtonville, Room 14.
The lecturer will be Harry Keshet, PhD. For more information, call 964-6933.

*:

*

*
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The Office of Laboratory Supplies is a service
department within MIT which provides
convenient stockroom and delivery services for
the sale and distribution of commonly used
standard items of supplies at the best possible
price to the MIT community.

Dr. Salah Selman, ex-minister
in Lebanon, will be discussing
the future of Lebanon on
Wednesday, April 20 at 5 pm in
Room GSU 320-321 at Boston
University, 775 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston.

Visit our on-campus stockrooms at the
following locations or call if you need assistance:
Stockroom

Ongoing

Locationr

MIT
Extension

18-B90

3-1882

4-052
4-064

3-4957
3-4958

18-B90
4-070
18-105

3-1881
3-4760
3-1425

Chemicals
Electronic Components/
Hardware/Tools/Film
Industrial Gas Cylinders
Laboratory Apparatus &
Miscellaneous Office/
Computer Supply (SelfService)
Office/Computer Supplies
Solvents and Acids

CALL, a toll-free telephone
service, is available throughout
Massachusetts and provides free
information about colleges, graduate schools, financial aid
sources, and career opportunities. CALL counselors can also
refer callers to other sources such
as schools, training programs or
other education-related agencies
available in specific areas. CALL
operates Monday through Thursday, 9 am to 9 pm; Friday and
Saturday 9 am to 5 pm; and Sunday 2 pm to 6 pm at 1-800-4421171. Counselors are also available on a walk-in vasis at the
Higher Education Information
Center located at the Boston
Public Library, 666 Boylston
Street, next to the Copley Plaza.

OLS provides easy access to all your office and
laboratory product needs. All you need is an
approved requisition.
--

--

--

--
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SAVE

STOP

iold now.

Your car from getting
March Specials:
Save Your Motor
Lube, Oil & Filter

$19.95

Save Your Tires
High Speed Balance

Reg. $24.95

$5,50 Ea.

Reg. $8.00

Save Your Transmission
Change your transmission

Save
Tires
Your
Save Ybour
Tiires
FiveAlignmnent
Alignment
wheel
Five wheel

S15,00%
p~a
$35JJ.00

Reg. $46.95

oil & filter & gasket

Reg $39.95

$36.00

GET A BREAK AT

O

BRAKE KING
Ask About Our Guarantee on
. PADS &SHOES for as long as you own the vehicle
· STOP IN FOR FREE ESTIMAT1 E * TELEPHONE ESTIMATES
Front End Repairs
Wheel Balancing
State Inspection
Station #2563

I

The Office of Laboratory Supplies

Wednesday, Apr. 20

Wednesday, Apr. 13
Islamic Fundamentalism will
be the topic of discussion on
Thursday, April 13 at 5:30 pm in
Room GSU 320-321 at Boston
University. The guest speaker will
be Professor Merlin Swartz, professor of religion at Boston
University.

bell

Michael Reich, associate professor in international health at
the Harvard School of Public
Health, and executive director of
the Takerni Program, will speak
on "Japanese Pharmaceutical
Policy; Business and Government
Conflicts in Japanese Pharmaceutical Policy."

Thursday, Mar. 31

JtericwOa. OFiet supart*...

v2%tnmro'

Monday, April 18

*

Professor Irene Gendzier, professor of history at Boston University, will be discussing US Intervention in Lebanon from 1958
to the present at 5 pm in room
SAR 202 at Boston University,
775 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston.
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"Tent City" homeless lose shelter
(Continuedfrom page 1)
ing to Milne. MIT has provided
$1009 so far, and will provide another $500 to the church, he said.
Following the November arrests, Milrne and Ronald P. Suduiko, special assistant for governmental
relations
and
community affairs, met with representatives of the Tent City
homeless. But the two groups
were unable to reach any agreement. Since Jan. 8, MIT has refused to discuss the matter at all,

according to Stewart.
The Tent City group has demanded to meet with President
Paul E. Gray '54. But Gray has
refused repeated requests for a
meeting, Stewart said.
Seven protesters were arrested
for trespassing in Lobby 7 on
Feb. 25 after they refused to leave
MIT property unless Gray met
with them. The seven will go on
trial April 14.
The Tent City homeless have
no legitimate grievance against

.,.-p studies changes
,in science education
(Continuedfrom page 1)
considered by the working group
were formulated by an older
School of Science committee
chaired by Robert J. Silbey, who
is also the co-chair of the new
group, Wormley said.
The committee's charge, which
was drafted by Kerrebrock and
Dean of the School of Science
Gene M. Brown, according to
Wormley, is to consider the following areas:
· the relationship of the first
year science and mathematics
subjects to the upper-level curricula.
e the need for science offerings beyond the first year level
aimed at a conceptual understanding of the physical world,
including issues of science distribution subjects.
e the need for some education
in biology.
· the need for experience in
experimental methods.
Because modern biology has
emerged as one. of the most important sciences in the last ten
years, many faculty feel that all
students at MIT should be exposed to it, Kerrebrock said.

considering methods of introducing experimental experiences into
the first-year program, according
to Wormley.
Wormnley said it was important
to employ a variety of methods
for increasing laboratory experiences. Freshman lab courses
could be revived, for example, or
core subjects could incorporate
lab kits. Both Wormley and Kerrebrock noted that freshman labs
require a lot of energy to organize, and Kerrebrock said that enthusiasm among the faculty for
them is cyclical.
The organization of the committee, which was conceived last
year but only began meeting last
month, was mainly led by Kerrebrock, according to Brown. Kerrebrock said it took time just to
get everyone to agree on the need
for the committee.
Several members of the working group are closely involved
with teaching the science core
subjects, Wormley said. But besides engineering and science faculty, the working group also includes Professor Peter Perdue of
the history section and Economics Professor Peter A. Diamond.

%Wormleyindicated that the
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Information Systems. Inc.

No catchy slogans. Just the opportunity

to put your skills to work for an

I

To maintain our level of excellence. we are recruiting highly motivated
individuals with undergraduate. graduate, and doctoral degrees in

q

· Computer engineering
a Computer science
Mlechanical or electrical engineering

I
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Fine Wine Selections

LOCATIONS
· So. Plainfield. NJHQ
* Columbia. MD - Regional
· Tampa. FLRegional

COMPANY STATISTICS
o Five years old
* 50 Full-time Employees
· Minority owned

M AJOR CLIENTSv Federal Goverrnment
U.S Army/U.S Air Force
- SEC/Dept. HHS
· Commercial
- Bellcore/AT&T
- Nhtre
- RCA
- Other Fortune 500 Companies

BENEFITS
* Tuition reimbursement program
· On-the-job training
o Life, health. dental and disability insurance
a Competitive salaries
a Equal Opportunity/AA Employer

We will be on
campus March 31
and April 1

782 Main Street Cambridge. MA
I

(617) 661-1660
L
L-
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ACCIURATE is an information systems consulting firm specializing in UNIXX/C
and PC/MS-DOS systems. We are currently concentrating our efforts in the
areas of system integration. system and application software development. data
communication, and training.
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I

ECONOMICS
OPEN HOUSE

i
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Call for the FREE ClEE Student
Travel Catalog i

-- FRESHMEN--

i

Contemporary
Elegance
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ACCURATE

360
769
858[

I SYDNEYt,.IAX

Center for International Studies, M.I.T.
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CARACAS
HONGKONG

Bustant Middle East Seminar,

Pizza?

;
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BRUSSELS

Sponsored by:

FOR COMPLETE CONCERT INFORMATION
CALL 2661492
TO CHARGE TICKETS CALL2f:1200

Gourmet Chinese
Dining

661-TYPE 9-5 rMon.-Sat.

fdsorom

(open to public)

PRESENTS CONCERT ON MOST
THURSDAYS, FRIDAYS, SATURAYS,,
AND TUESDAYS
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- Former Undersecretary-Generalof the United
Nations
- Author d
AL ' FrIN PEAACE, ASJKED WAR
Tues., April 5
4:30 p.m.
E51-332 (Schell Rmn.)

THE BOSTN
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
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id_

TRAVEL;

SIR BRIAN URQUHART
- Scholar-in-Residence,FordFoundation

Make a
DateWith
Music

A_

mlt
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There axe also two students in-

present effectiveness of the sci- volved in the committee, which
ence distribution subjects is ques- has fifteen members.
tionable because most departmental programs fit their own
C_
requirements into the distribution
scheme. Last spring, Silbey sug___9s
gested that the distribution requirement could be reduced to
one course outside of a student's
major.
Some engineering faculty feel
that their students should have
more exposure to the School of
Science in their upperclass years,
according to Kerrebrock. He said
that few engineering students
take science courses after the first
year, but that they could benefit
__
greatly from doing so.
The working group will evaluate the success of the laboratory
requirement courses as well as . rhis space donated by The Tech
.1
I ~
WHY PAY $65?
RESUMfES $30 TYPESET
My Type, inc. - 1075 Mass. Ave., Camb.
(between Bowl+Bkard and Dolphin Seal00d)
I

"THE MIDDLE EAST
LOOKING BACKWARDS
AND FORWARDS:
PEACEKEEPING N-MODERN TIMES"

MIT, Milne said. They came to
occupy an MIT-owned lot last
fall only because the Simplex
Steering Committee happened to
hold a protest on that lot on Oct.
16-17, Milne said.
Around 15-20 people occupied
the lot at the height of the protests. Only nine beds were made
available in the temporary shelter, Stewart said. As time has
passed, some of the homeless
have lost touch with the group
and there has been a "loss of
continuity," Stewart said.
Stewart believed MIT had a deliberate strategy of waiting out
the homeless group, hoping to dilute its strength. "Unfortunately,
MIT may have its way," he said.
Milne agreed that the protests
had declined in intensity - both
in the number of people and in
the "vigor of their demands."
Tent City supporters have
sought support from members of
the City Council° Members of the
group attended last night's council meeting.
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For more informatioon, stop by

the Career Services/Placement Office or
write us at:
Manager of Personnel
ACCURATE Information Systems. Inc.
3000 Hadley Road
South Plainfield. NJ 07080
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0 Ecole Polytechnique 10
9 Old Black Label 6
4 Ecole Centrale 26
10 Old Hireling 6
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Gymlnastics makes nationals
struction, the four returning
members of last year's team co-captains Norman Chen '88
and Eric Reifschneider '89, Alan
Nash '89, and Mark Malonson
'89 - developed into consistent
all-arounders. Chen, Nash, and
Malonson each learned as many
as three new events, while
Reifschneider improved his allaround average from last year by
more than a point. All four have
qualified for the individual allaround competition at nationals.
The team also benefited from
the return of Jason Kipnis G,
who came back to MIT in January to use his last year of eligibility. Kipnis made valuable contributions to the team score on five
events (all except vault) despite
painful shoulder and ankle injuries. Finally, the team found four
newcomers with the spirit and desire to do gymnastics. Competing
for the first time, Mark Abinante
'89 (high bar), Tim Holt '90
(pommel horse, vault, and parallel bars), Joe Fugaro '91 (floor
exercise and vault), and Antonio
Hernandez '91 (rings) gave the
team good base scores on their
events.
MIT enters the National
Championships ranked sixth in
the nation among Division II and
Division III teams. The Engineers were in a similar position

By Eric M. Reifschneider
The MIT men's gymnastics
team has qualified to compete in
the Division lI-II National
Championships. Although individual MIT gymnasts have competed in this meet in recent years,
this is the first time the team has
e,rr eru

li;fip d

The men's team competition
will be held at 1 pm April 1, on
the campus of Springfield College. Individual finals will be Saturday afternoon.
MIT entered the season with
little hope, it seemed, of repeating its success of the last two
years, in which the Engineers had
compiled a record of 12-3 and
ended a 12-year losing streak to
arch-rival Lowell. Brian Hirano
'87, MIT's all-around recordholder, and four other members
of the nine-man team had graduated, and for the last two years
MIT had rejected all male applicants with gymnastics experience.
It appeared as if MIT would have
difficulty fielding a full nine-man
team with six competitors on
each event, much less win half its
meets and finish fourth in the
New England Championships.
Much of the credit for the
team's remarkable success goes to
Coach Fran Molesso, in his sixth
year at MIT. Under Molesso's in-

last year, only to be surpassed by
the University of California at
Davis a week before the meet and
eliminated from the competition.
But this year they will realize
their once-shattered dreams of representing MIT at the highest level of competition.

p

*

6

6

EFditor's Note: Eric M. Reifschneider '89 is co-captain of the
men's gymnastics team.)
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Join the Leaders
in Real-Time Expert Systems
Gensym is developing real-time expert systems in Common Lisp for realtime, on-line, intelligent monitoring and control of large, complex
systems. The founders are a team of professionals with extensive
experience in Lisp, Artificial Intelligence, User Interface, and Process
Control technologies, a strong product orientation, and extensive
experience in sales, marketing, and support of real-time expert systems.
Our modern offices are conveniently located in Cambridge near the
intersection of Routes 2, 3, and 16, and only steps away from the Alewife
"T" rapid transit line.
Gensym provides a unique opportunity for challenging, creative, exciting
work as well as for sharing in the growth of a young company.

Full-time Employment Opportunities
Software Development: Strong Lisp and expert systems background is
required. Engineering background, experience in C, and experience
with real-time operating systems is helpful.
Documentation and Instruction: Strong technical documentation and/
or instruction experience is required. A computer science or
engineering degree is highly desirable. Candidates must be capable

i
i

of writing impeccable English.

Sales and Marketing: Experience in high-technology sales and/or
marketing as well as ;a working knowledge of expert systems and
excellent written and verbal communication skills are required.
Customer Support: Knowledge of expert systems and Lisp or C
required. Alternatively, candidates with a knowledge of distributed
control systems and network architectures and protocols are sought.
Candidates must have good interpersonal skills and a strong
industry background to help customers develop and interface stateof-the-art expert system applications in the area of process control.
Contact: Andreas Hofmann
i
Gensym Corporation
125 CambridgePark Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140
Real-Time Expert Systems
(617) 547-9606

I

i

I

e n-Time
Expert Systems

Mark S. Abinante/The Tech

Norman Chen '88 does an L-cross on the rings.
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Billard Award
for a special service of outstanding
merit performed for the Institute.

Laya & Jerome B.
Wiesner Awards
Provides awards to students, orga-

nizations, living groups or activities for achievement in the creative
arts and in the performing arts.
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The Karl Taylor Compton Awards are the highest awards given
to students. The emphasis is on lasting or sustained contributions to the MIT Community.
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Did you nominate someone
to receive an award?
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Compton Awards
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Presented to an Institute employee
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NOMINATIONS

AWARDS

Stewart Awards
Given to students in recognition of
a single outstanding contribution
to a particular activity or event.
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Louis Sudler Prize in the Arts
Presented to a senior who has demonstrated excellence or proficiency
in the arts.
Albert G. Hill Prize
Awarded to junior or senior minority students who have maintained
high academic standards and made
continued contributions to the
quality of life for minorities at
MIT.
Laya W. Wiesner Award
Presented to an undergraduate
woman student who has most en-

hanced MIT Community life.
Irwin Sizer Award

Murphy Award

Goodwin Medal

Presented to a member or group in
the Institute community to honor

Presented to an Institute employee
whose spirit and loyalty exemplify
an imnmeasureable contibution to
community life at MIT.

Presented to a graduate student
whose performance of teaching duties is "conspicuously effective over
and above ordinary excellence."

significant innovations

and im-

provements to MIT education.

Send nominations to the Awards Committee, Room W20-501
--

--

Edward L. Horton Fellowship
Presented to a student group that
fosters fellowship within the graduate student community.

Dead~ine Datte: April I
---
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